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Student outing champions diversity
► Evening vigil advocates
acceptance of all.
ADORA

M.

CHEUNG

interim senior staff writer

Unsolved Mysteries
■ The Tiger re-examines four
unsolved cases involving
Clemson students: Stacy B.
Holsonback, who was found
dead in Hartwell Lake; Jason
Knapp, who disappeared one
Easter
Sunday;
Scott
Huggins, whose parents
swear his death was no accident; and Norsaadah Husain,
victim of a brutal murder.

union

of the week

It's time for a new world order.
The Tiger decided that the
best way to solve parking
problems is to overthrow the
existing regime.

Various celebrations took place
around the United States last
Wednesday to mark the Human
Rights Foundation's 12th annual
National Coming Out Day, with
the goal of mobilizing thousands
of gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgendered Americans to vote in the
upcoming elections.
The Clemson Gay-Straight
Alliance uniquely dedicated its
own festivities for this annual
occasion to help advise people
about "coming out to tell people
who you are and that they shouldn't be afraid and that they should
be understanding and [to] come out
on the stand that we are coming
out against hate crimes," said
Joshua Littlejohn, the CGSA president.
In efforts to spread these messages, the group staked its claim in
front of Cooper Library for the day
and allowing students, professors
and other members of the community to sign links of diversity.
According to Littlejohn, it "was to
show how much support there is
for hate crime legislation and for
sponsoring diversity on Clemson's

DAN OONZAlEZ/photo edilor

OBSERVE THIS: At the first ceremony of its kind here at Clemson, students gathered in protest of hate crimes.
campus. People aren't afraid to
have gay friends and not afraid to
go do gay things and they are multicultural and that we do have a
diverse campus, whether some
people think it or not."
With 2.5 percent of the population being gay, the CGSA was
proud to link together 488 rings by

1

Briefs
Clemson Research Dollars
Hit All-Time High
. The University has hit a new
highwater mark in sponsored
research funding, earning $69.1
million for fiscal year 19992000. That amount represents a
25 percent increase over the
previous year's figures.
"We're thrilled," said Y.T.
Shah, University chief research
officer. "I attribute this phenomenal increase to the
University's renewed commitment to growing its research
and graduate education opportunities." The $69.1 million
exceeded the University's set
target by about eight percent.
The
increase
brings
Clemson that much closer to
meeting President James F
Barker's goals of being ranked
among the top 20 public universities within 10 years and
reaching $100 million in sponsored research.
Community Partnership
Helps Win State Honor
An ongoing collaboration
between the University, the
community and Seneca's J.N.
Kellett Elementary School has
helped Kellett become the first
elementary school in Oconee
County to be named a state
Flagship School of Promise.
"I am extremely pleased that
Kellett has received this honor,"
said Peggy Moore, principal of
Kellett Elementary. "Our staff,
teachers, parents and community partners have all worked
very hard to give our students
the fundamental resources they
need to succeed in school."
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► Tame discussion escalates
into pro-and-con argument.
ADORA

M.

CHEUNG

interim senior staff writer
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HELPING OUT: Whenjason Kedzig's scooter was stolenjriend Eric
Doran ran after the thief, caughthim and made a citizen's arrest.

University student
makes citizen arrest
► Student holds thief captive until police arrive.
CATHERINE GALVIN

stall writer

It appeared that Clemson was
the set for a Hollywood cop chase
late Sunday night, Oct. 1. The
police officer fell to the ground in
an attempt to catch a scooter thief,
and a bystander to the action
chased the young male for a halfmile until he pinned him to the
ground and waited for the police.
But this was no staged action
scene. This was a reality for junior
Eric Doran, who made the citizen's arrest.

a lot more accepting than some of
the people that we would have
been more traditionally assumed
to be better. I was actually very surprised. We had a lot of people just
walk by, but that's with anything
that you do. I was pretty
impressed."
SEE OUTING, PAGE 16

Lottery forum turns
into heated debate
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the end of its campaign day. Nikki
Maples, the CGSA Vice President,
was very impressed, "There were a
lot of people that I would have
never expected. I got lots of fraternities and sororities, and a lot of
people say they traditionally tend
to be more close-minded. Yet a lot
of them [brothers and sisters] were

Heated
arguments
from
notable proponents and opponents of the Nov. 7th lottery referendum lit up the Self Auditorium
at the Strom Thurmond Institute
last Tuesday. What at first seemed
to be a simple and lighthearted
discussion of facts and statistics
turned into an intense debate with
each side constantly attacking the
other.
Doug Jennings, South Carolina
State Representative for the 54th
District and proponent of the state
lottery, began the evening by discussing the main advantage of a
lottery, which according to the
Board of Economic Advisors will

generate $150 million - to make
South Carolina just as successful or
even better than the best states. His
experiences have led him to
believe that a change is in need, "I
approach it as a legislator from a
poor, rural district in South
Carolina, one where we are struggling to have the resources to meet
the basic needs of education,
where classroom teachers [have]
very limited resources [that are]
almost shameful or sinful, and
[places] to teach in. In Dillon county, every sixth grader goes to
school in a trailer, not just two or
three classes, but the entire sixth
grade. These are some of the issues
that are deplorable.
"[The] lottery will also put $45
million under the [Gov. Hodges'
SEE

LOTTO,

PAGE
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Doran had been called earlier
in the night by friend Jason
Kedzig, to aid in the search for two
minors who were seen leaving
The Ridge apartment complex
area, wheeling away his scooter.
Kedzig's purple Honda Elite scooter was parked in front of the stairwell of his apartment complex
and was surrounded by other
scooters when it was stolen. "I discovered that my scooter was missing around 11 p.m., and immediately called the cops. I also called a
few of my buddies over and we
drove around for a while looking
for my scooter," said Kedzig.
Even though it is rather easy to
aiZABETH PARRtSH/~!.ii[ photographer
SEE SCOOT, PAGE 6
WINNING TICKET: Faculty and student representatives argue over lottery.
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Hospitals'rules
under question
NADINE SPITALNICK
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Gore and Bush fight it out in debate
Roe FERRIS
Daily Trojan (U. Southern California)

Daily Pennsylvanian (U. Pennsylvania)

(U-WIRE) PHILADELPHIA Many Catholic hospitals across the
nation are not discussing contraceptive options with rape victims
brought into their emergency
rooms, according to a recently published University of Pennsylvania
study.
Despite the nationwide standard
of mentioning contraceptive
options when discussing treatment
with these patients, the results of a
Penn pilot study — published in the
September issue of the American
Journal of Public Health — showed
that some Catholic medical centers
prohibit the discussion, prescription and distribution of emergency
contraception in the treatment of
rape victims.
Women treated at these hospitals "think they have gotten all the
standard medical care and in fact
they have not," said Jon Merz, a faculty member at Penn's Center for
Bioethics and senior author of the
study. "Women who have been traumatized cannot make an inquiry,
and failure to tell them (about different options) is abandonment."
Catholic theology upholds birth
control as equivalent to abortion.
An exception is typically made in
the case of rape victims, who are
permitted to use high doses of the
"morning-after" pill to prevent the
implantation of a fetus.
Still, more conservative positions were taken by nearly half of
the 27 Catholic hospitals surveyed.
Twelve of the respondents had a
policy prohibiting the discussion of
emergency birth control with the
sexually assaulted women, and
seven institutions were said to have
a policy prohibiting emergency pill
prescription by physicians. Out of
the 27 surveyed, 17 hospital pharmacies refuse to dispense the emergency pills.
The names and locations of the
hospitals in the study were not
released. However, several local
Catholic hospitals follow similar
policies.
"As a Catholic hospital we will
not promote contraceptives," said
Bernadette O'Keefe, ER nurse manager at St. Joseph's Hospital in New
Jersey. She added that "as medical
workers, we will discuss medical
options available with the patient."
But Merz said he thought that
every woman should immediately
be offered the drugs.
He also said that hospitals with
restrictive policies should send the
patients to other hospitals rather
than neglect to mention all possible
treatments.
"It is extremely arrogant to
impose their view on people coming
in their door. Here we have a separation of church and state and we
have hospitals that pledge allegiance to God."
! . Emergency Medicine physician
James Roberts, who is affiliated
with Fitzgerald Mercy Hospital, a
Catholic hospital in a nearby suburb, said he has not encountered
restrictive policies at any of the hospitals with which he is affiliated.
"We discuss it and offer it and
give it when we feel it is appropriate
to do so," Roberts said.
Otis Noble, a Chicago ER case
worker, said no anti-contraceptive
policy exists at Mercy Hospital
Medical Center in Chicago. "When
we feel people need the knowledge,
we will introduce it to them."
In the study's control group of 30
non-Catholic hospitals, none of the
institutions were said to have any
restrictive policies in the discussion,
prescription and distribution of the
emergency contraception.
Merz, along with researchers
Steven Smugar and Bernadette
Spina, believe that state legislation
requiring all hospitals to meet the
standard of care is appropriate.

(U-WIRE) LOS ANGELES - At
the first of several planned presidential debates, Republican candidate George W Bush and Democrat
candidate Al Gore clashed on tax
cuts as each attempted to discredit
his opponent's plans for social security Tuesday night in Boston, Mass.
The debate was characterized
by melodrama and personal
attacks. At a viewing held in the
auditorium of Annenberg School
for Communication at the
University of Southern California,
the audience didn't seem to favor
either candidate until the end,
when Gore received heavy
applause from the students, faculty
and media. Bush began his argument with his plan for health care
toward senior citizens and his proposed tax cuts.
"In eight years, nothing has been
done," Bush said. "This year, the
year 2000, is the year to get it done."
Gore retorted, "Why do the top one
percent of wealthy seniors get their
money now, and 95 percent of
seniors have to wait four to five
years?"
"Gore has great numbers. I'm
beginning to think he invented the
Internet," Bush replied.
After continuous rebuttals and
counter-rebuttals from both candidates, moderator Jim Lehrer halted
the proceedings.
"Gentlemen, I am playing by
your rules," Lehrer said. "Now we
have already gone well over the
three-and-a-half-minute
time
limit for this question."
The two candidates argued over
foreign policy, campaign reform,
economic plans and reproductive
legislation. At 6:42 p.m. the
Annenberg television screen went
blank, drawing hisses from the
audience, but it was soon restored.
The issue of abortion was also a
bone of contention, and one of the
few issues where the candidates
showed strong support of their
respective views. When asked
whether or not he would try to

OH YEAH?: Gore, left, and Bush duked it out in a debate in Boston, similar to the one shown here. The two
presidential hopefuls dashed over tax cuts and social security in a match that became hotly competitve.
repeal the FDA approval of RU486, Bush responded, "I don't think
a president can do that." Gore had a
different perspective on his opponent's policy.
"The main issue is whether or
not Roe vs. Wade is going to be
overturned," he said. "I support a
woman's right to choose. My opponent does not."
His response received applause
from the students watching the
debate in the auditorium. Bush was
adamant.
"I want to promote a culture of
life," he said. "A culture that does
not neglect senior citizens. A culture that does not allow a child to
take a gun to school. A culture that
does not support the killing of
unborn babies."
The debate ended at 7:30 p.m.,
followed by comments from students and panelists concerning the
issues
and
candidates
in
Annenberg.

Tlike Bush. But the debate didn't do anything to strengthen my
position," said Jedediah Link, a
junior majoring in communication
and a member of the Trojan Debate
Squad. "If you went into this debate
favoring Gore, then your stance was
probably strengthened.
"If you were undecided, you
probably would have ended up
leaning toward Gore, not because
his issues were more solid, but
because his performance was
stronger. But if you favor Bush, you
were probably unaffected by the
debate."
Some expressed disappointment about the absence of a thirdparty candidate, especially after
hearing that Green Party candidate
Ralph Nader had been turned away
from the building auditorium at
the University of Massachusetts
where the debate was being held.
"You need politically divergent
views in order to have a real

debate," said David Damus, a professor of communication and a
Trojan Debate Squad coach. "Thirdparty candidates are not present at
this debate because Gore and Bush
only stand to lose from having
them there."
The debate was televised and
viewed by a packed Annenberg
Auditorium as a part of an exercise
sponsored by the Trojan Debate
squad. The evening began with a
panel of professors and doctorate
students offering comment on various topics such as debate and
rhetoric in general. General discussion included the differences
between academic and political
debate and narrowed discussion
focused on their predictions for the
debate.
"I think this forum is great,'
Damus said. "I think it is great for
the students, faculty administration and university. It is thoughtprovoking and constructive."

Boy Scouts experience cuts in donations
ALEX WEININGER

Daily CoIlegian(Penn. State U.)

(U-WIRE) UNIVERSITY PARK,
Pa. — The Boy Scouts of America
have hit financial hardships all
throughout the country since the
U.S. Supreme Court's ruling in June
that homosexuals may not lead
troops, and local scouts are feeling
the pinch.
The decision was alternately
praised and condemned throughout the nation and ultimately
resulted in funding cuts for the
organization.
Ellie Beaver, executive director
of the Centre County United Way,
said between 10 and 12 United Way
organizations across the country
have discontinued funding for the
Boy Scouts of America since the
ruling.
However, Centre County United
Way will continue to fund area
troops, so the financial well-being
of local Boy Scouts is up to individual donors.
Donations from Penn State
employees provide'one-third of the
Centre County United Way's annual funding, Beaver said. About 30
percent of Penn State employees
contribute to the United Way in
some form or another, most using
the method of pay-roll deduction,
she said.
"It allows people to give a much
larger gift then they'd be able to
normally and it makes the average
person a philanthropist," Beaver
said.
Penn State President Graham
Spanier sent a letter to the Centre

County United Way last month
asking them to clarify their policy
on Boy Scout funding.
Bill Mahon, a Penn State
spokesperson, said Spanier was
prompted by employee concerns on
whether United Way funding
would conflict with Penn State's
non-discriminatory policy.
The funds Penn State employees
give to Centre County United Way
are given to more than 30 different
agencies, with about $50,000 allotted to two Boy Scout troops in the
area, including the Bucktail
Council and the Juniata Valley
Council.
The United Way responded to
Spanier's letter and said employees
of Penn State who contribute to
United Way are not locked into
funding a particular organization.
"We have a very open and flexible designation policy. When people give money, they have options,"
Beaver said.
When employees donate this
way, they receive a card that gives
them several options on how to
donate and what organizations to
donate to. Employees can donate
directly to United Way, which
allows the organization to distribute the money however they see fit.
They can also use reverse designation, an option in which they choose
one or two organizations they do
not want to receive their donation.
However, the choices that contributors make about where their
money goes sometimes remain
unchanged for years, and the
United Way does not regularly ask
their donors whether they would

APPHOIU

POOR SCOUTS: United Way stopped fundingthe Boy Scouts after the U.S.
Supreme Court passed new legislation regardinggays. .
like to change their funding desig- dealing with controversial situanation
tions.
David Kleinfelter, director of the
In situations that involve conJuniata Valley Council said he is troversy, people may choose not to
aware that many United Ways have give any money to the United Way,
chosen not to fund Boy Scout Troops causing not only the loss of funding
across the country because of the to an organization, but the possible
ruling, but he encourages people to decline of other organizations and
donate to United Way, whether or the good they do, Beaver said.
not they choose to help fund Boy
"Not only would the Boy Scouts
Scouts.
lose money, but money won't be
"It's an excellent opportunity for given to other organizations at all.
individuals to show which agencies People don't get served," Beaver said.
they want their dollars to go toward.
And Penn State employees have
I completely support that," more power than they may realize
Kleinfelter said.
in determining where funding goes
Along with defining contribu- and how much of it is spent. Beaver
tor's ability to pick and choose who said that one out of three people
receives their money, the board for donate from Penn State versus one
the Centre County United Way is out of five who donate in the
establishing a special task force in county.
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Sharing will continue Football cleanup takes time, money
P-Napster users have alternativesfor acquiring new MP3s.
WlL KlRWAN

staff writer

Napster, the point-and-click MP3
downloading program is in court,
and the Recording Industry
Association of America, or RIAA,
has won the initial rounds of court
decisions over copyright infringement. On its web site, the RIAA gives
as its reasoning for suing Napster,
"RIAA, on behalf of its members,
sued Napster because it launched a
service that enables and facilitates
piracy of music on an unprecedented scale."
While nothing drastic has yet
happened to the ability to access
Napster as a result of the law suit,
many students are already thinking
ahead to the possibility of life without Napster, and are considering the
alternatives to Napster.
These alternatives are peer to
peer networking programs such as
Gnutella and Scour, programs similar to Napster, but without the central server connection used by
Napster.
According to the RIAA,"Napster
has built a system that allows users
who log onto Napster's servers to
obtain infringing MP3 music files
that are stored on the computers of
other users who are connected to the
Napster system at the same time.
Napster provides advanced search
capabilities, as well as direct hyperlinks to the MP3 files housed on its
users' computers."
With programs such as Scour
and Gnutella, the servers like those
used by Napster are eliminated, and
instead, file sharing occurs directly
between machines, instead of using
a server to find files. According to
Walter Jones, a junior at Clemson

who is majoring in computer science, "The way Gnutella works is by
checking the first 10 computers on
my share list for the file I requested.
Each of those 10 computers then
searches their 10 closest computers
for the file I requested. This branch
continues until the file I requested is
found and sent back to me. At any
given moment, there are hundreds
of terabytes of information available
on
Gnutella."
Brandon Moebes, a freshman engineering major at Clemson, thinks
the loss of Napster will lead to students downloading more than just
MP3s. "Scour, Gnutella, there are
hundreds of other programs that
will easily do what Napster was
capable of [doing]. Napster being
gone won't stop me [from downloading MP3s] one bit. These other programs will work just as well once
everyone starts looking for a Napster
substitute.
"The record industry has no right
to accuse us of copyright infringement, they have been fixing the
prices of CDs for years and ripping
off their customers," said Moebes.
Andrew Clark, a senior in biosystems engineering, feels differently.
"A world without Napster is a world
I don't want to live in," Clark said.
The differences of opinions are
widespread throughout campus.
Jones agrees with Moebes.
"I'm going to run with Gnutella, a
peer to peer (p2p) file sharing program with no central server. It is an
open source program, making it a
technology, and not a company that
can be shut down. If I want it to do
something more, I can re-program it.
Also, it does more than just MP3s,"
said Jones.
Once the court rulings come
back from Napster's appeal, students
will find out if their preparation and
fear was worth the while.

►Keep Clemson Clean puts
efforts toward clean Sundays.
CHAD WILLIAMS

staff writer

Members of the University continue their efforts to preserve the natural beauty of the Clemson campus.
It will, however, take the cooperation
of tailgating fans to accomplish this
task. After the game has reached its
closure and fans are leaving campus,
problems begin to arise (or are left
behind). Everywhere you look there
is trash, not in bags, but scattered
across the ground.
Since the first football game,
members of IPTAY, with the help of
several service organizations, have
been faced with this problem. The
amount of trash has decreased, but
not without a lot of effort to create
awareness.
This awareness has come from a
project called Keep Clemson Clean.
Its efforts are to reduce the amount of
trash across campus after football
games and to promote recycling.
"This past Saturday, we had about
100 students walking through the
parking lots wearing shirts that said
Keep Clemson Clean, reminding
people to pick up their trash. We
even handed out trash bags," said
George Bennett, executive director of
IPTAY.
"The first game was OK, Bennett
said. "The second game was better.
The third game, about 85 percent of
campus was clean. Most of the trash
was either in a bag or next to a
dumpster. There was still some trash
around, but where we have come
from is really a giant step at this
thing."
The program originated with a
group called the Family Motor
Coach Association of America. This
organization travels to campus each
Wednesday before a home football

What's

HOMECOMING
without

BOWMDAN FIELD
LAYS?
Thanks to the Clemson Alumni Association — through
Central Spirit — you don't have to answer that question. The
Alumni Association supports Homecoming diplays by fully funding
cash awards to all participants and winners. Plus, the Association
hosts Parents Weekend so that all parents of Clemson students have
the opportunity to experience the delight of a Clemson Homecoming
extravaganza. Call 864-656-2345 for details.

Clemson Homecoming Extravaganza and
Fifteenth Annual Clemson Parents Weekend
October 13-15
The Clemson Alumni Association Your LIFELONG CONNECTION to Clemson

j**^r

game and sets up camp for the weekend. Some individuals from the
group voiced their opinion to IPTAY
that there is no reason why tailgaters
cannot keep their areas clean which
resulted in a project to promote
awareness for a cleaner campus.
"It costs thousands of dollars to
clean up after a game," Bennett said.
"So what we are trying to do is minimize that as much as we can."
Bennett demonstrated that one
way to reduce the cost is to make a
personal appearance with some
depicting evidence as well.
"There was one group by Fike
that left the place looking awful. So
the next week I went and showed
them a picture of trash they had left
behind. They were embarrassed.
They said that they could not believe
they did that. Since that time, they
have been the cleanest group on this
campus," Bennett said. "All people
need is to be reminded. They forget
about these things."
Some of the campus organizations are already doing their part to
make sure their areas are clean.
"I feel that IPTAY is doing a good
job at informing everyone," said Mark
Livingston of the Pi Kappa Alpha
Fraternity. "We tailgate at University
Ridge and our fraternity cleans up
all of the trash when we go to pick
up the tent and grill that night after
the game."
The message has also caught on
with some of the local parking attendants, and people at University
Square have begun passing out trash
bags to those who are entering the
parking lot.
"The first game was a mess, but
since they started handing out trash
bags, it has definetely improved,"
said Cliff Wilbanks of the Alpha
Gamma Rho Fraternity.
Once this branch of the project is
complete, the Keep Clemson Clean

program plans to expand. The first
idea, which is in progress, is to
research the possibility of purchasing barrels for recycling plastic bottles. The second idea is to bring the
awareness of a clean campus from
outside the stadium to the game
"After we get the outside cleaned
up, one of these days we are going to
ask people to at least take their plastic bottles out of the stadium [to recycling barrels!" Bennett said. "It is an
ambitious goal, but I think that if
everyone buys into it, it will really be
something that we can be proud of.""

hear from
its readers.
Send a letter to
the editor
ietters@tiger.cle
mson.edu
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Parking Services in
need of coup d'etat
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A revolution is brewing—and students
should remain at the front of the attack
Students must protest. The state
of affairs in the Parking Services
offices has reached unacceptable
levels of degeneracy. Unfortunately
it is in dire need of a full-body overhaul. And in typical Tiger fashion,
we offer a few modest proposals for
consideration by the powers that be.
First and foremost, all existing
extensions falling under the title of
Parking Services should be completely obliterated—as in demolished, erased and absolved. Only
with a clean slate can a truly righteous and just system be erected.
This may sound drastic, but the corruptness that has infected the current program must be expunged.
The vast amounts of money accumulated by this parking cartel has
yet to be put to any visible use, other
than paying the parking enforcement officers and fattening their
leaders.
The fatal flaw behind the current service is that regulation is
treated more like a business than a
form of law enforcement, with no
consistency or evenness to their
methods. Only those places that are
known to be high offense areas are
regularly patrolled, thus leading to
more tickets. And this in turn leads
to more money for the parking gods.
Perhaps instead of looking out for
their own interests and paying some
quality attention to the students'
needs by patrolling all the lots on an
even basis, the system might escape
imminent destruction.
And God forbid it be recommended that the PEOs be assigned
regular lot shifts where they go by
foot when ticketing. It's almost
superfluous to have them park and
get out and place a ticket, only to do
it once again a few cars down the
line. Think of the environmental
impact of such a forward-thinking
notion!

The next aspect that should be
railed is the monopoly that Tiger
Town Towing has on the vehicle
removal procedures. When it comes
to towing, the fine operators of the
hoists take little regard when it
comes to the owner of the vehicle
being carted away. Students have
complained about improper techniques performed by towers such as
parking brakes being left on without lifting the wheels, thus ruining
expensive systems on the car.
Perhaps with a little competition,
more care will be taken with students' cars.
To increase frustrations on the
enforcement end of Parking
Services, the current regime has a
penchant for giving the student the
ever-infamous runaround. Parking
Services and the PEOs are surprisingly separate entities. How convenient that the one that collects the
money from tickets has no control
over the collectors. When there is a
problem with a fine, the administration has the luxury of saying that
the screw up was the other's fault.
The new jurisdictive agency would
group these two evil entities into
one, thus hopefully keeping the red
tape to a minimum.
With the new world parking
order in place, the key to success lies
in the power students exert upon
the process of parking enforcement.
Along with the overthrow, a complete overhaul of the administration
should be implemented. An
administrationLess than half students is unacceptable.
The opinions expressed in the lead editorial are written by the editorial editor
and represent the majority view of
THE TIGER senior staff. In representing the majority view, the lead editorial
may not represent the individual view
of any particular member.
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Why are we a nation choosing not to read?
In an English class today, we
level, but as a reader I find no malistarted discussing fiction and
cious harm in losing myself in a
whether or not it is considered
semi-passive story that relieves me
good or bad. Although I felt I was
of personal stress. This is regardless
in the minority, I commented that
of the depth of the story.
good fiction doesn't always make
There is now a focus so much on
you analytical and provoke a deep- what we. read, we have forgotten to
er thought process. We are taught
notice who is reading, or better yet
in our junior high and high school
who is not. According to the
years what literary essays are conNational Adult Literacy Survey, a
sidered classic, it is only fair to
startling 42 million adult
realize that
Americans
can't
the face of litread. In one of the
erature has
most technologicalexemplified
Katie
ly advanced of all of
many more
the
industrial
Smoak
genres than in
nations, the United
asstTimepast years. In'
States still has an
Out editor
high school, I
alarming amount of
remember
literacy problems. It
reading The Great Gatsby, To Kill a continues to be critical, demanding
Mockingbird, Lord ojthe Flies, etc.,
resources from local, state and fedbelieving that because I was told to eral taxes.
find symbolism and meaning in
So why do we continue to hear
these works, that I was somehow
the critics harp on certain literature
shortchanging myself if I didn't
genres and continually bash the
enjoy the books.
books that are gaining readers'
We teach children at a young attention? For example, although I
and impressionable age that read- am not advocating Oprah
ing is important to learn, yet argu- Winfrey's Book Club, her intentions
ments about how to teach children are in the right place. Since 1996,
is a more prominent issue than the her book club has spotlighted over
teaching itself.
37 books, enticing her large audiAs a writer, I have been taught to ence following to jump on the readcreate stories that test my comfort ing bandwagon. Some of her more-
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popular choices have gone onto
become film and television productions such as Where the Heart Is
and Tuesday's with Morrie. Even
though some of her selections seem
to lack themes of diversity and are
considered
mainstream,
her
endeavor into the world of books
has become a worthy cause. In a
society, in which reading has been
obsolete, it is refreshing to see people take an interest in literature,
regardless of how they stumbled
upon the idea.
We can combine the different
opinions of readers, most condemning or condoning each other
for their choice of literature. Isn't it
better to focus on the newfound
interest in reading, making it more
appealing to read rather than pick
up the remote? Why should we
care what kind of literature is considered good or bad, if it is getting
someone to read who has never
enjoyed the imaginary journey into
a world where only a book can take
you? Wouldn't we rather have people reading something than reading
nothing at all?
Katie Smoak is a senior majoring in
English. Email comments to letters@tiger.clemson.edu.
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State lottery not
really a good idea
On November 7, our state will
be voting whether or not to adopt a
referendum amending the constitution, making lotteries legal in
South Carolina. I see no reason to
believe that a "Georgia-style" lottery is what South Carolina's higher education needs. There are
many misconceptions surrounding the success and policies of
Georgia's lottery-funded HOPE
scholarship program.
A South Carolina scholarship
system, modeled after Georgia's,
wouldn't do what lottery proponents claim it would. For instance,
it wouldn't help lower-class South
Carolinians attend in-state colleges
and universities. Out of the 16,376
students receiving the HOPE
scholarship in Georgia for the
1994-1995 academic year, the average family income was $44,876.
This is $12,517 higher than that of
the average family income for all of
Georgia ($32,359). The lower class
simply isn't benefiting from this
program. But, in fact, it is the lower
class that is putting most of the
money into it. Those living in
Georgia's ZIP codes with an average family income of under
$20,000, are spending $249 (per

person) on lottery tickets. This is
startling when compared to the
fact that only $97 per person is
being spent in ZIP codes with an
average household income of over
$40,000.
South Carolina's fiscally sound
"Life Scholarship" (from which
many of us are benefiting greatly)
is already in place. This scholarship is truly a merit-based scholarship ... Georgia's HOPE scholarship is not. It is true that in Georgia
a student must have a "B" average
in order to qualify for any lottery
generated money; but what is not
mentioned is the fact that Georgia's
students are first required to apply
for Federal grants and scholarships. If the student is eligible for
any federal money, they are denied
any funds produced from the lottery. Do we really want a lotterybased scholarship program like
Georgia's?
This past fall South Carolina's
legislators proposed that our Life
Scholarship be increased from
$2,000 to $4,000 annually. This
proposal was denied; and main
proponents of its denial are lottery
supporters. They are not really
looking out for us, the students, or
else they would have agreed upon
the $2,000 increase (instead of the
compromised $1,000 increase). I
certainly could have used another

$1,000. South Carolina has the
money to increase our scholarship
without the implementation of a
lottery. The attempt to create gambling as a government-run industry is simply a political move on
the part of our governor. Hodges is
receiving mone, from the lottery
industry, for his reelection in 2002.
For instance, Automated Wagering
International (a company bidding
for the contract for South Carolina's
proposed lottery) donated $3,500
to his campaign. The proposal of a
lottery is simply more about politics than it is about us: the students
of South Carolina. We as college
students could be affected greatly
by this referendum so we ought to
know the facts... and the facts are
exactly why I am voting "no" on
November 7.
Andrew Mathias
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So, Im like, pure consciousness

Since parents are coming into...

I'm real sick of all this materialism, man.
Yesterday, I looked around my room and
saw like, seven hundred compact discs, a
laptop, and all this other stuff I'm sure was
made by tiny starving people in some country like Bangladesh or something. So, what I
did was burn it all, but in order to keep from
polluting, I captured all the smoke in this big
trash bag, and then inhaled it all, and then,
hours later, when I woke up in the hospital
with severe brain damage and like a near
death experience that'd be real cool to brag
about to all my friends, I felt real better.
Now, I'm like trying to
make all new clothes by
hand from some barley I
happened to pick up off
the side of this highway. I
keep pricking myself with
this needle, trying to make
a shirt like this one I saw
in a circular from the
mall. I can't seem to get.
the stems to stay intertwined long enough to
put anything together; so, I'm naked.
I used to be all pimped out in a melange of
materialist global death sweaters with materialist sweatshop middle class work pants
and all this bling-bling hanging on my fingers like big useless carbuncles of shiny crap.
So now I'm like sans bling-bling and naked
and freezing and I'm feeling pretty good.
Being the non-materialist that I am I can at
least use my cozy inner warmth, which is
currently being stoked by the embers of my
good non-materialist self, to keep me warm
and toasty
Despite my attempts at shaving down my
outer self in order to be a like, non-materialist giving kind of person I still feel all rotten
and putrid on the inside. I have a feeling it
has something to do with my still speaking
English, which is just like, the newspeak of
the global capitalist machine that is really
bad and stuff. So, I'm giving that up, not as
some kind of benevolent 'oh, look what I'm
going to sacrifice' kind of thing. I'm not trying to show off; I'm just giving it up. If you all
want to keep speaking English and continue
demolishing the world's beautiful languages
by incessantly requiring them to speak your

Town for this Homecqming weekend, I
figured I would put together a short
checklist/advice column on how you
should prepare for their visit.
First, clean your apartment/dorm/house.
Clean it like you've never cleaned it before,
because we all know that a college student's
"extremely clean" is equivalent to a mother's
"Oh my God, this dump should be condemned."
Second, hide any pictures of you doing
stupid things. This includes naked pictures as
well. I know you think that the picture of you
mooning the camera in front of the Dean's
house is funny, but your
parents probably won't.
Next, refrain from
beginning more than four
stories with the line "So, I
was so wasted..." Any
more than four could
cause a parent to react in
such a way that you will
find yourself pulled from Clemson and
enrolled in AA meetings.
This also reminds me of a couple of other
fun facts about drinking and storytelling.
Don't say things to your parents like, "It was a
Monday night and I was absolutely loaded..."
Things like this do not instill oodles of confidence in your parents about you. And don't
get too drunk with your parents this weekend. If you begin to slur your words; stop
drinking. If you leave the tailgate to throw up;
stop drinking. If Mom is looking "kind of
hot;" stop drinking and get help.
Guys: Hide all blow-up dolls. Girls: Hide
all "personal massagers." Enough said.
In fact, hide anything that you don't
want you parents to find (obviously), but be
thorough. And you stoners out there, this
doesn't mean throwing a lampshade on the
bong and considering that a good hiding
place. Your parents will obviously see it, and
when they do, they will not only think that
you are "on the pot" but they will think you
are a moron as well.
If you are going to the game with your parents, don't try to sneak alcohol into the stadium. Getting caught any other weekend is one
thing, but getting thrown out when your par-

language, go ahead, but I'm not going to have
any part of your imperialist brain washing
nonsense. Pigs.
So, now, when I have to show affection to
my girlfriend I just grab her around the
waist, look deep into her eyes, and give her
one of those long onomatopoeic grunts that
says, "I dig you. You're so special to me," and
she likes that you know.
And still, I feel like I could do more to help
people understand what true immaterial
responsibility is. I just haven't given enough
of myself to truly consider myself as having
been a convincing example
of what good a person can
really do by eschewing all
the evil materialistic influences of our culture.
I have a feeling I'm going
to have to shift my extraselfless powers into a more
philosophical realm to really be able to do more for my
fellow man.
I think I 've got the language thing pretty
well conquered, but this whole body and
mind thing needs some work. I need to get
away from my body, which is really the only
material keeping me back from my true
essential self-less self. Descartes said, "cogitato, ergo sum," and the way I figure it I gotta go
a bit further than that.
So, a friend of mine who thrives on chiding me for my Armegeddon fascination has
agreed to help me strip away my body from
my true self-less self, in effect, turning me
into pure consciousness. I figure I'll roam the
earth like Kain from Kung Fu, threatening
the weak mortal conveyors of capitalism
with, well, something big and bad that only a
true self-less person made of pure consciousness can muster.
So, I'll take a moment here to give you all a
head start. This is just a friendly warning: I'm
pissed off pure consciousness, self-less as
hell, sans bling-bling, and I'm coming for you
and your Range Rover, pig dogs.
Bryan Smith is a senior majoringin English.
Email comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu.

Parents, do not let your
children be the next to die

What would you change about parking services?

marketing
freshman

"Parking places should be closer to residential areas due to safety issues.
Pitting your car late Sunday night is
not funP

Steve Caldes is a senior majoring in
English. Email comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu

The Editors' Corner

SPEAKINGOUT

Sarah Clark

ents are there, that's just embarrassing. This
could also end you up in AA meetings.
Next, get up at a reasonable hour. And
remember, parents do not think 11 is a reasonable hour. And if they've brought a
grandparent along, take that into consideration as well. Grandparents have a weird
schedule: They're in bed at 5 p.m., up at 3
a.m., finished with lunch by 8 a.m., dinner
by noon, and after a four hour nap, are ready
for bed again by five—so get up early.
And something else, don't hook up this
weekend (if your parents are in town, if not,
go get 'em tiger). Or if you have a girlfriend
or boyfriend, don't have
them stay over this weekend. Because like I said,
parents come over early,
and nothing is more
embarrassing than having
your mother find you in
bed (naked) with someone
else (especially if it's not
your best work this semester—we all have
our down weekends, but having Mom know
you're in a slump is very discomforting).
Use phrases like, "I would if I had the
money..." or "No I haven't been to the Taco
Bell, it is a little pricey for me." This will
make your parents think that you are poor
and will hopefully prompt them to either
give you money on the spot, or send more
when they get home.
Oh, this is also not a good weekend to
inform your parents that you now smoke
cigarettes (or have a tattoo, or are failing four
out of your five classes, or prefer dating people of your own gender). Save these things
for some other weekend.
And lastly, dress nice, don't curse, offer to
pay for dinner (but have no real intention of
actually paying).
Well, I hope this little list will help make
your Homecoming weekend problem-free.
And if you see me out this weekend with
my parents, act like a moron, because the
worse you look, the better I come off.

Lauren Kelley

political science
unior

"I'd make the commuter parking lots
bigger and more accessible to campus."

Jeremy Rudbeck

electical engineering
senior
"On game days, students quickly
become a second priority when they
are forced to find parking that simply
doesn't exist."

Megan Fontana

psychology
junior
"It is ridiculous that even the pits are
filling up. Someone who lives in the
Horseshoe has to park in the stadium.
We pay enough money for them to do
something."

Megan
Somerville

undeclared
freshman
"The 30-minute parking in front of
dorms is rather convenient on weekends and game days. We should be able
to park there for longer."

This is not addressed to the
students of Clemson. This
is a message to all parents
who have a son or daughter at
this school.
As you can see by this week's
issue (pg. 6), there are four
unsolved
deaths involving University
students. I am
venturing out
to say that
there are five
unsolved
deaths
of
University students, based on
the "apparent" suicide of
Thomas D. Littlejohn Jr. three
weeks ago.
One abducted from a laundromat and murdered. One found
strangled in Lake Hartwell. One
missing for over two years. One
found lying on train tracks miles
away from his dorm. One found
shot with his dead ex-girlfriend
and lying over a pound of marijuana in his room.
Four police departments. The
State Law Enforcement Division.
No arrests. No leads. No solutions.
No excuse.
In the past week, I have talked
to two fathers who have lost their
sons while they attended this
school. Thomas Littlejohn Sr. and
Rick Huggins believe the same
thing: their sons were murdered,
and the investigating agencies
did not properly investigate their
deaths. Littlejohn Jr. had a son and
was about to graduate. Scott

Huggins left a party (sober,
according to witnesses) to return
to his dorm. He was lying on train
tracks an hour later when he was
struck by a train. The death was
ruled as an accident.
Parents, your children are
attending
a
University that
has lost five stuPhillip
dents over the
Caston
past eight years.
editor in
Deaths
are
chief
under the investigation
of
police departments that are more concerned
with breaking up parties on the
weekends and socializing with
students in bars. Where were the
police when Scott Huggins tried
to walk home?
I'm supposed to be objective as
a journalist. But after talking
with Littlejohn Sr. and Rick
Huggins and hearing their stories
of shoddy investigations, I
believe what they believe. Their
sons were murdered.
Five deaths. No answers.
There is no excuse.
Parents, it's time you demand
answers from Univeristy officials,
Clemson
city
and
University police, Central Police,
Pendleton Police, Pickens County
Sheriff's Department and SLED. Your child could be next. Arid
then it may be your turn to speak
with me on the phone and tell me
the horror stories of the police
not working to solve your child's
death.
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steal a scooter, as they typically
remain unlocked when not in use,
Kedzig never imagined that his
scooter's safety would be threatened in Clemson. "I never thought
it would happen here. There are so
many scooters around Clemson
that are unlocked," said Kedzig.
With no luck in finding the
scooter, Kedzig filed a report with
the Clemson police. As the cop

was taking the report in front of
The Ridge, two young males drove
by on Kedzig's scooter. Upon seeing the police, they jumped off and
began running. One of the young
offenders was captured immediately and arrested, while the other
sprinted down Daniel Drive
towards the Baptist Student
Center.
Initially, the officer chased
after the young male, but he fell
down and hurt his hand. It was
then that Doran, who had been
watching the events unfold from a

FFL#l-57-037-01-9H-12198

distance, impulsively chased after
the fleeing offender. "I didn't even
think about what I was doing. I
just instinctively reacted and didn't want to see this guy get away.
The cop had fallen on the ground
and was not going to be able to get
him, so I took off after him," said
Doran.
The chase began in front of
The Ridge and wound through the
woods and side streets of Clemson,
ultimately finishing a half-mile
later behind Keith Street Pub &
Grill. "I had fallen at one point and
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the guy turned around and started
laughing at me, so I was determined to get this guy," said Doran.
Doran was fortunate that as the
police officer had called for backup when the chase got out of view.
"1 saw the blue police lights in the
distance but I didn't want to stop
and potentially lose sight of this
guy, especially since I had been
chasing him all around Clemson. I
never thought that the police
would think I was running from
them though," said Doran.
The police were uncertain as to
who was chasing whom, and even
considered releasing their German
Shepherd if the chase continued.
"We use the dog for tracking, and if
someone had gone into the woods
it was possible that we would have
used the canine to stop the chase,"
said Clemson Police Chief Link
Johnson.
However, behind Keith Street
the offender slipped, and Doran
was able to tackle him. "I grabbed
him by the collar and held up my
fist, ready to punch him if he tried
to flinch. The police eventually
arrived, though the guy tried to
say I was his accomplice," said
Doran. Initially, the officer put
Doran face down on the ground
and handcuffed him. Eventually
his friends arrived on the scene
and testified to his heroism.
In retrospect, Doran agreed
with the officer that his efforts
could have led him into a dangerous situation. "When I actually
thought about what I did, I realized it was a little stupid because
the kid could have had a knife or
some weapon on him. Who knows
what someone willing to steal a
scooter is also capable of," said
Doran.
The idea of the offender fleeing
from the scene was enough to
motivate Doran to take action. "I'm
not surprised at all that Eric
chased down the guy. He saw what
was going on and just reacted,
even though the guy jumped off
my scooter and ran. I had my
scooter back, but the guy was
going to get away, and with the
cop falling, Eric automatically
went after him," said Kedzig..
Johnson commends Doran's
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efforts, and is glad that this case
had such a positive ending. "There
is no question that Eric helped us
get the offender, who subsequently may be involved in other scooter thefts in the Clemson area.
Though I do want to caution people when they get involved in
these type of situations. We never
want people like Eric to expose
themselves to risk or injury, but
this story has a good ending and
he should be commended," said
Johnson.
Johnson says that Doran will
be awarded a certificate for his
efforts next month. "In chasing the
offender, he helped us get him and
therefore he technically did perform a citizens arrest," said
Johnson, who also mentioned that
this does not occur very often.
With eight to 10 scooter thefts
already this fall, it is certainly a
concern as to how to secure scooters. It is a rarity to see a scooter
locked up around Clemson. The
frame of a scooter doesn't allow for
a secure lock to be attached,
claims LJ. Delaney of Kawasaki of
Seneca. "The frame of a scooter
isn't like the frame of a motorcycle, which has a bar, making it relatively easy to lock up. It's not easy
to wrap a chain around the frame
of a scooter and for this reason not
many people do," said Delaney.
Another safety feature on most
scooters is the steering lock. This
inhibits steering while the key is
not in the ignition, though a steering lock may cost only $30 to take
apart and replace. This is worthwhile investment for a thief, who
could potentially sell the scooter
for up to $700, depending on its
condition.
Johnson suggests taking various precautions in order to keep
scooters safe. "It's important that
students park their scooters in a
well lit area, preferably as closer
their building as possible," said
Johnson. Additionally, Delaney
suggests locking scooters up at
night. "The thief doesn't want to
spend a lot of time stealing the
scooter, so if you have it locked, it
may serve as a deterrent and may
be the best way to secure your
scooter," claims Delaney.
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lottery education] proposal as a
minimum to give to the school districts to be spent on technology in
classrooms. We are trying to get our
classrooms up to basic level, where
we can train the students for what
everyone else has to face just five,
ten years down the road when, I
understand, a laptop will be common place like a bookbag is today.
If we don't get ready for those kinds
of challenges then South Carolina
is going to continue to lag behind
as a state."
Jennings also explained that the
majority of the $150 million would
go into funding the lacking scholarships. "If you have looked at the
plan, it has been clearly laid out. It
will fund over 105,000 scholarships,
according
to
the
Commission of Higher Education
and this will make higher education at places like Clemson and
other colleges around the state and
the technical colleges affordable for
South Carolina citizens.
"Speaking of technical colleges,
a technical education in South
Carolina in order to train for a job in
the high tech industry (that are
coming to South Carolina so fast
that we have to try to keep up with
the labor force and training for
that) will be free as long as the student is making satisfactory
progress and that is a student of
any age. This will give us a competitive economic development
advantage against other states that
we are competing with for these
valuable jobs," said Jennings
Kevin Geddings, also a proponent and chair of the South
Carolina education lottery coalition, emphasized Georgia's successful educational lottery program
and HOPE scholarship program as
a comparison to what South
Carolina can do with a lottery. "All
we have to do is look for true inspiration in our neighbor and that is
Georgia. The other side [opponents
of lottery] always says that all we
[proponents] and Governor Hodges
have is 'Georgia on their mind.'
Well, we do have Georgia on our
mind because I will tell you that
Georgia students are staying home.
They are not coming to Clemson
and they are not going to
Vanderbilt. They are going to
Georgia Tech and University of
Georgia and they are keeping their
best and brightest. They are staying
in Georgia and they are investing in
their future. They are staying home
and returning home when they get
out of UGA or Georgia Tech. They
are making that state better," said
Geddings.
"We need to keep our students
here as well. We need to make sure
that tuition to Clemson or USC is
affordable and attainable for all of
our kids. The bottom line is that in
Georgia, today, there is a seven percent increase in the number of kids
going to college than there was
before the lottery. The bottom line
is that that resulted only because
the money was made available or
students would not have had the
opportunity to go to college if it
were not for the lottery," continued
Geddings.
The opposition fired back their
visions of what Georgia is. Harry C
Stille, South Carolina State
Representative for the 11th District
stated, "This has been a long-standing issue for me. Five years ago, I
started looking at the lottery when
John Scott introduced the lottery to
South Carolina in legislation. Part
of what I see from the Georgia lottery system and the HOPE scholarship is kind of tragic because also
as part of my duty as a legislator, I
have surveyed every public university in this country for five years on
admissions standards and let me
tell you, Georgia has the second
worst system in America right
now."
Jennings rebutted that, "Based
on the things I have looked at, the
SAT scores at Georgia Tech today
with the HOPE scholarship is
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somewhere around 1330. The aver- we can do what the governor is
Ignoring that, Miles bluntly what's going to be done with those
age at UGA is somewhere around proposing [for education] without a issued a bold challenge to the gov- compulsive gambling types if all
1240. We are lagging way behind lottery. We will, in fact, have the ernor, "My response to the governor the money is going to go to educaUGA and Georgia Tech. Why? funding needed to do what the gov- is that this is a much better plan tion," said Ransom.
Because they are doing a great job ernor has proposed. Taxable sales because we can come up with a
Gambling addictions, thus, have
of keeping their brightest students rose, with $388.7 million in July, budget to do what you are asking become one of the biggest issues of
in Georgia."
from year earlier levels [by about the people of this state to agree to the campaigns against the lottery.
Stille, however, warned the audi- $9.9 million compared to previous and you don't need the lottery. Now Geddings partially addressed it, "In
ence, "[Jennings] talks about UGA levels including video poker sales]. the issue is, are you prepared to be the end, it all comes down to buyand Georgia Tech. Let me tell him If you multiply that out, you are as committed and dedicated to go ing a $1 lottery ticket. A scratch
something he doesn't know. talking about a minimum of $120 over and get the General Assembly ticket that is just like the one that
Georgia State has a 27 percent six-' million, more than the lottery will to agree to put this money into edu- you can go to Chick-Fil-A and buy
year graduation rate. Armstrong generate."
cation as you are then trying to get tonight. It's not that big of a deal."
State has a 14 percent six-year
Geddings laughed it off by say- the lottery? Do you want to be the
To the opposition it is somegraduation rate. Columbus College ing, "Jim Miles has fuzzy math. It education governor of this state? Or thing completely different. Miles
has a 23 percent graduation rate. never ceases to amaze me. He gen- do you want to be the gambling claimed that lottery was the fastest
Clayton state - 11 percent. Georgia uinely believes that somehow all governor?"
growing addiction and referenced
College -31 percent and it goes on those video poker players that were
Miles transitioned to another to a published report by the
and on. The state graduation rate, pumping $20 bills into the poker problem, "With that said, let me Georgia Council on Problem
including UGA and Tech is 39 per- machines are now at Barnes & suggest, because there has been no Gambling, "Gambling for most peocent for six years. Sixty percent of Nobles buying self-help books. evidence at all to demonstrate that ple is a recreational activity.
the students that enter the system That's not where they are. I can bet a lottery in any single instance has However, for an estimated four to
that in Little River, S.C, the line is led to the improvement of public five percent of the general populanever graduate."
Jim Miles, South Carolina jam-packed of people trying to get education but instead has created tion, gambling becomes a problem,
Secretary of State, added, "Before on casino boats. The Cherokee very, very serious problems in those then progresses to a serious illness
Georgia got this 'wonderful' lottery Indians in North Carolina have states which have a lottery."
or addiction. Compulsive gambling
in 1993, they ranked 50th in SAT announced brand new plans for a
Dr. Bruce Ransom, the modera- is an illness, progressive in its
scores. Seven years later after hav- 600 room hotel. That is somewhere tor of the event and policy studies nature, which can never be cured,
ing the benefits of having this educhair, who publicly takes a neutral but can be arrested. Once a person
stance on the issue, said before the has crossed that invisible line into
cational lottery, guess where they
rank? Fiftieth. I just have to tell you,
debate, "If the voters say 'no,' that's irresponsible, uncontrolled gamfine, but if the voters say 'yes,' then bling, he or she never seems to
if that's what we are trying to emu- "Texas has one of the
late, we are setting the bar awfully fastest improving
the state has the responsibility to regain control. Many compulsive
low. I do believe we are in desperate
deal with all aspects of gambling, gamblers ask for help only after
education systems in the
not just'looking at the economic they have exhausted all their
need of improving public educaaspects. The state has to be con- resources to play or stay in action.
tion in South Carolina but we are country. Well, Texas has
cerned about the fact that they're In many cases, the pathological
doing better than Georgia. This something called a
going to be advertising and encour- gambler at this point has lost their
past year, to give you some idea, our lottery."
aging people to purchase tickets home, business, family, friends,
SAT scores improved 140 percent
that for the most part are not going self-esteem and created all sorts of
more than Georgia's. So we are
KEVIN GEDDINGS
to end up being winning tickets.
doing better now than Georgia is
legal problems, and emotional
SC Education Lottery Coalition
doing with the lottery."
"The state is going to hit a corner problems. Unfortunately some at
As far as the HOPE scholarships,
in a couple of years if approved this point don't make it. Suicide is
Stille gave the viewers a surprising where the video poker money is where people are not purchasing their only way out."
tickets at the level they should to
Jennings argued back that, "We
fact, "We [South Carolina] already going.
offer $100 million in merit scholar"[Plus], numbers that have just generate the predicted revenue. all know that there are folks that
ships. I am one to believe you don't come out for July, August and Then the state has to come up with are going to abuse certain things,
give a scholarship to a student that September showing that sales taxes new games to keep the lottery fresh like gambling, alcohol or drugs. But
is not academically prepared to go and receipts have gone down. I'd and it perhaps will have to be more what is our solution to that? Is it
to college. Sophomore retention for ask you to keep in mind, these peo- aggressive in its advertising. absolute prohibition? Or is regulatHOPE scholarship entries of 1997 ple that are against the lottery are Questions might be raised, I think, ing or taxing more practicable? A
was 35 percent, 24 percent of that the same people that said no to full- in terms of advertising. For lottery is a creative way to get rev35 percent returned as juniors, and day kindergarten three years ago, instance, what is the proper role of enue from this state without rais.17.6 percent returned as seniors. no to Governor Hodges' First Steps the state in terms of urging people ing your taxes. It's a way to get $150
That tells me very quickly that program, no to the governor's $1 bil- to gamble. Particularly, in a situa- million for education without raisHOPE scholarship recipients in lion school construction build. tion where you are encouraging ing taxes. As Thomas Jefferson said,
Georgia have a! lower graduation Now they are back at it again. It's people to gamble so you can get it's a voluntary tax, the best kind he
rate -than non-HOPE students that basically saying no to progress. whatever that targeted income is knows of."
A survey taken of 126 audience
go into the Georgia college institu- They don't know this lottery going to be. So what's the limit?
tions. Sounds crazy but it's true."
because they have never been pro- How dependent are we going to be members showed that a mere
The proponents did not back public education and never will on the lottery to fund our educa- majority of 51.59 percent were in
tion programs? And you have to ask favor of the lottery.
down and Geddings demanded to be," said Geddings.
look at one very successful change
in the lottery state of Texas. "We
have to support this notion that
Texas has one of the fastest improv*******
ing educational systems in the
country. Well, Texas has something
called a lottery. Every penny of the
Texas lottery goes to education.
Last year, [they got] $1.2 billion,"
said Geddings.
Geddings, furthermore, posed a
question for his opponents, "Where
*
*
does all the money come from? If
you believe in scholarships, if you
believe in having more computers
and teachers trained to use technology in their classroom, where is the
money going to come from? Ideally,
is the lottery the most perfect way
*
*
to find money for all these public
needs? Probably not. But these folks
[opponents to lottery] have to be
specific where they are going to cut
"Friday the 13* Will Scare Your Paws Off'
government, which prisons are
Friday, October 13,7:00 p.m.
they going to close down, what
child-health programs are they
Death Valley
going to end, what school bus
*
*
routes are they going to terminate,
and where they are going to raise
their taxes."
Saturday Morning
Predicting the other side's arguBowman Field
ments, Geddings attached to his
heavy questions, "Secretary Miles
will say, 'Well, we don't need it
because there is so much money
*
*
Saturday, October 14 from 8-11 a.m.
out here. Money is just flowing,
flowing our way for education.'
Military Heritage Plaza
And yet there was blood on the
(All
parents
of CU students are invited)
floor when the legislature tried to
find $10 million for First Steps program. Just 10 million bucks to help
poor kids to get ready to start
Saturday, October 14,6:00 p.m.
school. So the money isn't just flow*
*
ing in Columbia, SC. We need every
penny for education we can get. We
Sunday, October 15,2:00 p.m.
need every new dollar we can get.
We are looking at next year at situRiggs Field
ations where budgets are going to
have to be cut or tightened."
Miles showed his own version, "I
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
would [like] to suggest to you that
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UNSOLVED
CLEMSONS

MYSTERIES

Stacy Brooke Holsonback
JOHN ADAM WICKUFFE

assistant news editor

O

Jason Knapp
MACKIE ALL

news editor

Jason Knapp was a 20-year-old
freshman when he disappeared
on Easter Sunday more than
3 years ago. He left almost no
traces behind him, but his case
remains open and active to this day.
As a general engineering major,
Knapp was carrying 21 hours during
the spring of 1998. He had just been
accepted into the Pershing Rifles and
called his mother on Good Friday
with the news.
"The hard part's over, and now it
will get better," he told Deborah
Boogher that evening.
It was the last time she ever
heard her son's voice.
Knapp had not planned on going
home for the religious holiday. His
hometown is York, Pa., where his
mother still resides, and since it was
so close to'summer vacation, he was
planning to stay at his apartment for
the weekend to relax.
"He told me he was planning to
watch movies and chill out," said
Boogher.
Before Knapp transferred to
Clemson, he was a student at GMI
Engineering and Management
Institute in Flint, Mich.
"Flint is a very bad town," said
Boogher. "About three blocks from
the school, there were bars on the

windows. I was always worried."
When Knapp came to Clemson,
Boogher felt she was able to let down
her guard.
"I thought, 'He'll be safe here. I
won't have to worry about him,'" she
said. "It just goes to show, you have to
worry about your children even
when they're in your own backyard."
All three of Knapp's roommates
went home for the weekend. The last
one left while Knapp was engrossed

ver three years after her death, Stacy Brooke
Holsonback's killer remains unknown.

The body of the University freshman was
retrieved from the YMCA Beach area of Lake
Hartwell, approximately one mile from campus, on
Feb. 20,1997. Autopsy results determined that the
cause of death was homicide by asphyxiation.
While Holsonback's death remains unsolved,
friends, family members and University students
have not forgotten the life and death of the 18-yearold, "a young lady who just wanted to pursue her college education," said Oconee County Coroner Karl
Addis.
Investigator Sergeant Greg Reed of the Oconee
County Sheriff's Office, assures students that "the
case is most definitely active and will remain active
until an arrest is made."
Reed noted that the department is continually
cooperating with local, state and national law
enforcement agencies. "There's always something
being done. It may not be hourly or daily, but certainly weekly, whether it be phone calls, talking to
other investigators in other jurisdictions, or back and
forth with SLED" said Reed.
We've cooperated with [the Oconee County
Sheriff's Office] entirely from the beginning on anything they wanted," said University Police Chief
Lonnie Saxon, "whether it be students, employees or
anybody."
"We have an investigator assigned to the case to
assist [the office]." said Saxon, "We've been to Virginia,
we've been to Florida, we've been to several places
investigating leads in the case."
The office has not yet named a suspect and "we
won't name any suspects as far as coming right out
and naming them at this time," said Reed.
"We do know that there were two of her classmates who were the last people to see her alive," said

CONTINUED pg. 10

Norsaadah Husain
news editor

It is June 8,1992. The late spring night is slow in
coming, and it is still light at 7:30 when Walter
Myles pulls in to wash his car at a do-it-yourself
car wash in Central. He sees a young Asian woman
taking clothes out of her car and carrying them to
the laundromat next door. She is wearing a flowing
white dress.
Norsaadah Husain, a 30-year-old graduate student at Clemson, is still doing her laundry when
Myles finishes washing his car at 8:25 p.m. She is the
only one in the laundromat as Myles drives away.
At 8:42 p.m., the laundry's janitor, Roy Jamison
Jr., calls the police. He had just entered the laundromat to clean up and do some of his own washing
when he saw that parts of the off-white concrete
floor were covered with blood. A long smear runs 15
feet from a wall of dryers to the door, as if the victim
had been dragged. Jamison sees Husain's car keys
on a nearby washing machine, and a clump of hair
is on the floor.
The police arrive to. investigate. Her clothes are
still in a dryer. Her car is still in the lot. There are
signs of a struggle inside the building.
More than 60 officers begin a search. The Central
Police Department, Clemson city and University
police departments, the Greenville County Sheriff's
Office and State Law Enforcement Division agents
begin a search that spans Anderson, Oconee and
Pickens counties.
There are no new clues. Leads dead-end. For
three months, no one knows what has happened to
Husain, a quiet, reserved single woman far from her
native Malaysia.
On Sept. 16,1992, a man is scouting deer tracks in
eastern Oconee County when he stumbles across a
human skeleton near the Oconee Nuclear Station.

He notifies the police. The remains are
Husain's.
The brutal case mystifies police to this day.
Central police Sgt. Bill Stephens aided the investigation. He has served for 21 years, and there are
just four more years before he will retire. He hopes
to see Husain's case solved before that day comes.
"We haven't been able to come up with any solid
leads," he said. "That's a big wish—to get a good lead
so
we
could
solve
that
case."
Husain's case is still open. There was a lead as
recently as last month, said Stephens, but it was
another dead end.
"It's a very big mystery," he said. "It's always been an,
ongoing investigation, and it will be till we solve it."
When Husain was abducted, it was dusk outside,
not even dark yet. The Suds and Duds laundromat is
in the middle of town, right next to Main Street. But
there were no witnesses, according to police. No one
saw what happened that day.

CONTINUED pg. 9
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Scott Huggins
PHILLIP CASTON

editor in chief

t was a typical cold night in
November, with a light rain
drizzling down from the sky.
Parties abounding everywhere
around the city of Clemson as students prepared for the big football
game against the University of
South Carolina the next day.
But away from the commotion,
alcohol and loud music, all was
quiet at the train tracks behind Ace
Hardware on Highway 123 at 4:40
on the morning of Nov. 21,1998. A
train approached at 60 miles per
hour, nothing unusual for this
small college town in the
hours of the morning. On
night, however, something
was out of the ordinary.
As the train approached, the
conductor and the engineer of the
train saw something on the tracks.
As they got closer, they could make
out a body. A body in a dark
blue sweater and tan pants.
The body was lying in a fetal position across the tracks.
They tried to stop the train by
locking its brakes, but the train
was going too fast. At 4:40 a.m.,
Scott Huggins, a 20-year-old
University student and a man
known for his warm smile,
Christian beliefs and affable
nature, was struck down.
Huggins had last been seen that
morning at a party at Foy Creek
Apartments located behind Tiger
Town Tavern. Witnesses at the
party said Huggins appeared to

I

MACKIE ALL

"What's so bad
about it is that we have to
go by their story and
Brooke is not here to give her
side of the story, so we're having to rely on what they're telling us."
Saxon stated that the two classmates are "still
under close scrutiny."
"I think everybody is a suspect," said Saxon.
Since Holsonback was a freshman and any suspects who may have been students have more than
likely graduated, Reed conceded that the suspect is
more than likely no longer at the University.
Posters hung over two years ago announcing a
$30,000 reward for information leading to the arrest
of a suspect can still be seen in some University locations, though most students were still in high school
when the incident occurred.
Reed Said that the rumors abounding that the
police have a suspect, but not enough evidence to
convict are partially true.
"We do have somebody in

be in good spirits and was having a
good time. They stated that he did
not appear drunk, and, according
to his father Rick Huggins, he consumed a beer only every now and
then. Scott's mother, Linda
Huggins, said that a friend of
Scott's called him that night and
asked if he was drunk yet. Scott
had told him, "No, I've only had
one beer."
His mother also said that the
toxicologist who was investigating
the death said Scott had consumed
only a couple of beers over several
hours. Scott Huggins was 6-2 and
weighed 220 pounds. Linda
Huggins stated that the
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/ HUGGINS
Pickens County Sheriff's
Department told her and
her husband that Scott hit his head
on a railway switch because he
was drunk and passed out on the
tracks, even though he was found
several yards from the switch.
After he left at approximately
3:30 a.m., no one knows what
occurred during the final hour of
Huggins' life.
Scott Huggins lived in
Wannamaker Hall and was
attending his first year at the
University. He was a transfer student from Newberry College.
When he left the party the morning of his death, he was reported to
be headed back to his residence
hall room.
The Pickens County Sheriff's
Department originally ruled the
death as an accident due to lack of
evidence. However, pressure from
Huggins' family led to the case

"He was murdered. I will
put it in writing and swear
on a stack of Bibles that
my son's death was no
accident."
RICK HUGGINS

Scott Huggins'father

being reopened by the State Law
Enforcement Division in February
1999. The cause of the incident is
still unknown today.
Rick Huggins stated that he
does not feel his son's death was
investigated properly by the
Pickens
County
Sheriff's
Department or by SLED.
"SLED said that had it been
investigated properly [by the
Sheriff's Department], then they
probably would have solved the
case," he said.
Lt. Junior Maw of the Pickens
POUCH LINE

County Sheriff's Department had
originally investigated Scott's
death. Maw refusea to comment
on the case since it had been
turned over to SLED. SLED Agent
Steve Gambrell, who is the acting
investigator of the case now, was
unavailable for comment. A representative of SLED's public information department stated that he
was unsure if the case was still
open or not and that it would take
the department at least two weeks
before it could respond to a
Freedom of Information Act
request on the case.
Rick Huggins said that part of
the problem when the case was
first being investigated was the
fact that there was a discrepancy
over whose jurisdiction the death
was under. He said there was confusion between the Pickens
County Sheriff's Department,
Clemson city police and Clemson
University police over who was
supposed to investigate the case.
"My first impression of the
Pickens
County
Sheriff's
Department was that they had
tunnel'vision," Linda Huggins said.
When the case was closed as an
accident, the Huggins family
pressed the Pickens County
Sheriff's Department and SLED to
investigate Scott's death further.
They even contacted state representatives such as Larry Davis of
Lexington County to pressure the
investigators.
"We felt betrayed by everybody,"
Linda Huggins said. "It was obvious they just wanted us to go away."
Rick Huggins has no doubts
about what happened to his son.
"He was murdered," he said. "I
will put it in writing and swear on
a stack of Bibles that my son's
death was no accident."
Linda Huggins said that a
pathologist in Virginia told her
and her family that when someone
is lying in a fetal position such as
Scott, it usually means that he or
she is already dead and has been in
the trunk of a car. She also stated
that the area where her son was
found has enough room for a car to

POLICE LINE

HUSAIN
"I panicked a little
bit," said Jamison, who was the
first to find evidence of the crime.
"I saw all that blood and said, 'Oh,
Lord mercy' It kind of shook me
up, you know, all that blood and
no one around."
Gary Mono Jr. lived next door
to the laundromat. When he

POLICE LINE

.arrived home that day, he saw the
police cars and went over to see
what was happening. His wife
told him that earlier that evening
she had heard a car screech out of
the parking lot and what sounded
like a yell, but had thought nothing of it at the time.
"I looked inside [the laundromat] and there was a huge puddle
of blood on the floor and a bloody
hand print on a pole," Mono said in
1992.

NEWS ■
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FATAL NIGHT: Whether or not Huggins lost his life on these train tracksorifhe was already dead may never he
known. This stretch of tracks, behind the Ace Hardware on Highway 123, is where his body wasfound.
get on the tracks from a side road
that runs along the tracks.
Rick Huggins said that he and
his wife had two people they suspected of killing their son, but that
the investigators did not question
them properly. He stated that one
of them refused to come in for
questioning and that SLED told
him they could not make the person come in.
"Captain David Caldwell of
SLED said that if he was murdered,
they would wait for somebody to
get drunk in a bar and admit it,"
Rick Huggins said.
On the day Scott was killed,
according to Rick Huggins, the
police searched the scene for any
evidence and footprints from Scott
or someone else. They found ho
prints. The next day, however,
Pickens County Coroner Mitchell
POLICE LINE

POLICE LINE

There was no evidence besides
the blood, later identified as
Husain's, and other clues such as
her abandoned car and clothes.
The fact that Husain kept so much
to herself also slowed the case
down.
"We have found very few people
who knew her," said Pickens
County Sheriff David Stone after
the abduction. "From what we can
tell, she kept to herself pretty
much and went to school."

DAN GONZALEZ/photo edilor

CRIME SCENE: When the janitor walked into thisCentral laundromat onjune 8,1992, he saw a large pool of
blood on the floor. A smear of blood ran 15feet to the door, and there was a bloody handprint on the pole.

T Davis visited the site and found
clear footprints that he said
matched Scott's. According to Rick
Huggins, Scott's shoes were in the
Davis' car at the time he discovered
the prints. Davis did not return any
phone calls this week regarding
the Scott Huggins case.
According to the police reports,
no mud was found on Scott's pants
even though it was raining that
night. He was not wearing any
socks, although according to his
mother, he always wore socks with
the type of shoes he was wearing.
Linda Huggins stated that the
police did not fingerprint Scott's
wallet, which was empty. She said
that he had told his friends that
night that he had $20 in it.
"I'm infuriated," Rick Huggins
said. "Our police and criminal justice system are as pathetic as they

can be."
The Huggins family was also
disappointed in the way the
University handled the situation.
Rick Huggins said that students
were not made aware enough of
his son's death, and he said he
believed that was because
University officials were covering
up the death to protect the
University's name.
Rick Huggins and the rest of
Scott's family ask for anyone who
knows anything about Scott's
death or saw him the morning he
was killed to come forward and
help in solving Scott's death.
"Scott and I were buddies, we
did everything together. We had a
great relationship," Rick Huggins
said. "His death was no suicide, it
was no accident. No one was willing to take the time to solve it."

POLICE LINE

Husain's
neighbor,
Bob
Vandermolen, never saw anyone
go to her Cambridge Drive mobile
home. He said Husain spent a lot
of time in her garden.
University Police Chief Lonnie
Saxon said that it is not clear
whether Husain was targeted.
Husain was working on a doctorate degree at Clemson at the
time, having already completed
her master's degree at the
University of Tennessee in
Knoxville more than two years
earlier. She was planning to return
to Malaysia after her projected
May 1993 graduation to teach at a
university.
"She was quiet, but always very
friendly when we met in the
halls," said Susan Barefoot, one of
Husain's professors, after the disappearance.
Neighbor Mike Smith said at
the same time, "She was a nice person. It is a shock to me, really a
shock."
Husain was petite at 5 feet and
105 pounds, and Stone said in
June 1992 that she could be anywhere.
Her skeletal remains were
found in a densely wooded area,
so densely wooded that crime lab
personnel had trouble getting to
the area, said SLED spokesman
Hugh Munn.
Two miles from the nearest
highway about 100 yards from a
paved back road, investigators
recovered the scattered bones that
had belonged to Husain. Officials
said that there was no evidence
that the body had been buried.
Husain's wristwatch and a
pendant were found on or near
the bones, according to Oconee
County Acting Coroner Becky
Gerrard, who worked on the case.
A skirt, some shoes and a pair of

POLICE LINE

women's underwear were also
nearby.
Similarities between Husain's
case and a case involving another
Pickens County woman led police
to think that the crimes may be
related. Daisy Ruth Moore Snider
had been abducted from the
Easley Junior High School track,

"We haven't been able to
come up with any solid
leads. It's a very big
mystery. It's always been
an ongoing investigation,
and it will be until we
solve it."
SGT. BILL STEPHENS

City of Central police
where she often worked out, in
1988. Her body was found a week
later near the spot where Husain
would be discovered four years
later.
"We've always felt those two
[cases] were connected," said
Saxon.
But despite the connections
between the cases, both go
unsolved. There are no suspects
and no one who can say what
really happened to the two
women. Police are still searching
for an answer.
"We know as much about the
Husain case now as we knew
then," said Saxon. "It's a tough
case."
For eight years, Stephens has
carried Husain's picture in his
ticket book as a reminder of the
case and the smiling girl who lost
her life. Time may have passed,
but Husain is not forgotten.
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KNAPP
in a movie. When the
roommates returned Sunday
night, Knapp was not home, but
they were not alarmed. They
often left their doors closed and
did not cross paths during the
daily shuffle of classes and activities. But when Wednesday came
and there was still no sign of
Knapp, his roommates became
alarmed,
especially
when
Knapp's friends began calling and
wondering where he was. His
roommates decided to call
Knapp's parents.
Unfortunately, they were not
able to find the number. John
Knapp, Jason's father, called
Thursday night to speak to his
son, but when he was told Knapp
was not there, he hung up before
the roommates could come out
with their concerns.
Frustrated, Knapp's roommates went through old phone
bills and found Boogher's number.
It had been nearly a week since
Knapp disappeared.
"If we'd gotten a call a couple
of days earlier, we might have
been able to get a handle on the
case," said Boogher. "I don't blame
his roommates; they're just kids.
But when you're roommates with
another student, pay attention to
them. Make sure you have their
parents' number in case something happens."
Knapp was not seen after April
11, 1998. Some of his actions the
next day, Easter Sunday, have
been pieced together by the police
with evidence found in his car: a
receipt for a Hardee's meal near
his apartment, a receipt from
Ingle's for a six-pack of root beer
and a park pass he bought at
Table Rock State Park, an hour or
so away.
He parked his 1990 white
Chevrolet Beretta in the first row
of parking spaces. Since hikers
often do not register at the trailhead like they are supposed to,
park officials took no notice of the
vehicle for more than a week.
Finally, nine days later, a park
ranger called the police.
The
searches
began.
Helicopters, dogs, airplanes and
searchers on foot futilely scoured
the park for Knapp, but there was
no sign of him. The FBI discovered three of Knapp's fingerprints
on the gate ticket, but that was
the last piece of tangible evidence
to surface.
"Either he went up to the park
and something happened to him,
or else he was abducted," said
Boogher. "Maybe he got lost. We've
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never been able to find a clue or
anything. He's somewhere, but I
don't know where. I wish I knew. I
haven't got a clue."
Vice President of Student
Affairs Almeda Jacks is equally
baffled.
"We still think of Jason, and we
don't bring closure to it because
we don't know if he died on the
mountain, got lost on the mountain or is somewhere else in the
world," she said. "It's tragic. You
have so many options - one, did
he have an accident, two, was he
killed instantly by a fall, three,
did he jump, four, did he hike on
to another state to escape, five, did
he have- an accident and get
amnesia, six, was there foul play...
none of us know what happened,
and that's the bottom line. You
can surmise so many things."
"I can only speak from dealing
with Table Rock Mountain as a
police officer," said University
Police Chief Lonnie Saxon, who
has been involved with the case
from the start, aiding the city
police. "A lot of people go up there

"I think somebody
knows something. I feel
deep in my heart that
somebody saw
something, and either
they're not talking or
they dismissed it."
DEBORAH BOOGHER

Jason Knapp's mother

to commit suicide. [Knapp was
reported to have] talked about
ramming his car into a wall at
high-rated speeds before."
Knapp had certainly been
through his share of stresses in
the years before his disappearance. His parents separated in
1994, his best friend was killed in
an accident in 1997, and he had
just transferred schools. But his
mother said he not never have
committed suicide.
"Never," she said. "Jason had a
very positive, upbeat personality.
He was just a good kid, a good student who had goals in life, a very
focused person. I don't think he
ever got over the loss of his friend,
but he seemed to be able to handle
what was happening. He was
looking forward to going home
for the summer."
Table Rock has a rough terrain
with many ravines and crevices.
During the search, many
searchers were lowered into
ravines 30 or 40 feet deep, but
still found no sign of Jason.

College can be a big adjustment.
And sometimes it doesn't work out
exactly as planned. But that doesn't
mean you have to give up on your
education all together. Let the
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"Nobody has found a body or
anything, so if anyone calls and
says 'I saw Jason Knapp,' we're
going to follow up on that," said
Saxon.
The police have had sightings
as far away as California and
Nova Scotia, but none of them
panned out.
"The one thing that bothers me
is that Jason never went anywhere alone," said Boogher. "That
just wasn't him. He always had
someone with him. And he never
talked about Table Rock State
Park. I never even knew he knew
about it."
Knapp's case has been highly
publicized, and he has appeared
in clips on America's Most
Wanted. Flyers have been sent far
and wide. Boogher is still working
to get word of his disappearance
out. However, due to the fact that
Knapp's case is not very sensational, said Boogher, many television programs are not willing to
pick up on his story.
"I think somebody knows
something," said Boogher. "I feel
deep in my heart that somebody
saw something, and either they're
not talking, or they did not realize
what they were seeing and dismissed it."
Boogher thinks a reenactment
might trigger the memories of
people who saw Knapp during his
last hours.
She encourages students to
communicate with each other
and to know how to contact their
roommates' parents.
"If you think there's something
going on, call the parents and let
them know," she said. "Watch out
for each other."
For Boogher, it is too late. There
is a lot she would like to say to
Jason and cannot.
Td want him to know I love
him very much and that I'm very
proud of him, and that no matter
what was going on, I just wish
he'd call me and let me know he
was OK."
Knapp would have graduated
in December.
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Best Pizza (in Clemson)

It's fast! Easy! Even fun! (sort of).
Turn this in and you could win
some cool stuff.

Best Italian Restaurant
Best Mexican Restaurant.
Best Chinese Restaurant
Best Place to Take a Date
Best Fast Food

We're feeling pretty good. Maybe that's

Best Sandwich Shop..

why The Tiger is offering free prizes

Best On-Campus Dining.

for filling out this crummy survey. It

Best Coffee Shop

doesn't take much time to fill it out
(you can fill it out now, during class —just don't let

Best Travel Agency.
Best Apartment Complex

the professor catch you doing it), and you could
make off with a couple of free pizzas or CDs.
What's your favorite place to order pizza in the

Best Place to Live On-Campus.
Best Place to Study

Clemson area? Where's the best place to rent

Best Auto Repair Shop.

movies? Who's your favorite professor? Fill out your

Best Bank

answers to these questions and others in the survey

Best Bar

on the right. We'll compile the results for The

Best Place to Hear Live Music.

Tiger's 'Best Of Clemson' issue (Oct. 27), AND you
will automatically be entered in a drawing on Oct.

Best Place to Meet New People.
Best Place to Get a Haircut

27 for three free
Best Florist

prize packages.

Best Tanning Center.

The first name
drawn will receive

Best Movie Rental Place

two free CDs of

Best Gift Shop

his or her choice

Best Music Store

($16.99 value or

Best Book Store

less per CD). The second name drawn will receive
two large, one topping pizzas and a 2-liter Coke from

Best Convenience Store
Best Clemson Merchandise Store

Papa John's Pizza. Finally, the third name drawn will
receive two medium, one topping pizzas and a 2-liter

Best Clemson University Coach
Best Professor

Coke from Papa John's Pizza.
■ ■■

Best Major

It's quick and painless, and you stand a big
chance of winning some great prizes. The
deadline for entries is Monday, Oct. 16 at 12
p.m. You may bring them to The Tiger offices
at 315 Hendrix Center.

it 9ft»?I!

Best Sorority.
Best Fraternity
Sorry, but we cannot accept
forms after 12 p.m. on
Monday, Oct. 16.
One entry per person.
Look for our 'Best of
Clemson' issue on Oct. 31.
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Your Name
Telephone Number
The information above is for purposes of the drawing only. The three
winners will be notified by telephone after the drawing on Oct. 27.
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HOLSONBACK
■

mind," said Reed, "I
won't say we don't have enough
evidence to name them as suspects, but sometimes there are
things better left unsaid."
Reed emphasized that a suspect
will not be named until the police
are certain of the identification of
the assailant.
"I don't like to go into a trial
half-cocked," said Reed. "When I
go into a trial, I want to know
when I walk in the door that when
we walk out, we've done everything possible for the victim as
well as the family that we can do,
and that we've got a conviction on
their behalf.
"Until every rock's unturned,
nothing else can be possibly done,"
said Reed. "Until that time, we're
just going to leave it as it is whereas we're not going to name any

OCTOBER

suspects."
"1 think the Holsonback case is
solvable," said Saxon. "I think the
problem is that there may be some
probable cause for arrest, but
beyond a shadow of a doubt in
court? It's probably not there."
Still undetermined is whether
the homicide was also a sexual
assault. "I don't think that was ever
fully determined," said Saxon, "It
was just a homicide. No one determined what it was, other than she
was killed."
In conjunction with communication between law enforcement
agencies, Reed is in constant contact with Holsonback's family.
"[Holsonback's father] has been
very active in wanting results for
his daughter," said Reed, "but at the
same time, he understands what
we're having to deal with."
The Holsonback family deals
with the death of their daughter
and sister on a day-to-day basis
according to Debbie Holsonback,
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Brooke Holsonback's mother.
"Every day has been bad," said
Mrs. Holsonback. "Our lives have
been changed forever. You never
get over the loss of a child.
Whoever did this to Brooke took a
lot away from us, but we're going
to make it through somehow."
Reed does believe the case will
be solved, albeit he cannot put a
timetable on when. He is constantly receiving new information.
Though the flow of information is
not as substantial as it was in the
first six to eight months, new leads
arrive often.
Mrs. Holsonback hopes that the
death of her daughter will make
students aware of campus safety
"People don't wear tags stating
that they are rapists or murderers,"
said Mrs. Holsonback. "What happened to Brooke could happen to
anybody. This can happen to you
anywhere, anyhow and anyplace."
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Highlighting Greek Chapters With Honors!
Congratulations to the following fraternity and sorority chapters, who received inter/national recognition for their success
in the areas of: distinguished alumni service, academics, community service, alumni communications, and chapter
management. These honors were erned during the 1999-2000 academic year.
„ ~
National Pan-Hellenic Council:
Kappa Lambda chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi:
Mr. Hassan Pressley was named to the position of Southeastern Junior Vice Polemarch. This position was given to Hassan as president of the undergraduate chapters in the
Southeastern province.
Eta Nu chapter of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority. Inc.:
'Outstanding Service as a Local Chapter Basileus" (president) - This award is given out at the state leadership conference to chapter Basili (president) that have proven
hemselves to be effective teachers and that effectively implement programs based on sorority programs.
'Outstanding Chapter Service" - Award is given to chapters that have and promote community service events. The events must be based on the sorority initiatives: 7 point plan of
.iction.
'Attendance Award" - Given to chapters that attend all statewide functions with a minimum of 5 members as each function."

National Panhellenic Conference:
Theta Lambda chapter of Alpha Chi Omega:
"Seeking the Heights - Chapter Management Award" Finalist - Awarded to the chapters that display the best chapter management, as displayed by the chapter president. This
award was only given to 4 out of 132 chapters.
"Expectations for Excellence Certificate" - This certificate is given to chapters who have submitted the most organized, attractive, and informative Expectations for Excellence
presentation. This was bestowed upon 33 of the 132 national chapters.
"Foundation Award" - This recognition is given to all Alpha Chi Omega chapters that contribute to the Alpha Chi Omega Foundation annually.
Epsilon Theta chapter of Gamma Phi Beta:
"Honorary Mention for Most Improved House Corporation Board" - Awarded to chapters that demonstrate strong communication with the House Corporation Board. This
award was only given to 2 of the collegiate chapters.
Epsilon Kappa chapter of Delta Gamma:
"Spirit of Cooperation Award" - Given to the chapter in Province IV (southeast), that plans events with other Delta Gamma chapters. This award was give to Epsilon Kappa
because of their assistance to the chapters at Furman and USC. One chapter was awarded from the 8 chapters in Province IV. Nationally, 16 chapters received this award from the
139 chapters eligible.
"Good Standing" - The first 10 chapters to meet the criteria to be in good standing for the 2000 convention were recognized.
"Chapter Programming Excellence" - This award is given to the chapter in each province that plans great social and sisterhood events throughout the year. 16 awards were given
nationally out of 139 eligible chapters.
Kappa Zeta chapter of Zeta Tau Alpha:
Membership Selection Silver Award" - Silver awards are given to the top 30 collegiate and Alumni chapters during the biennium. These chapters must excel in all areas to be
eligible for a silver award.
"Housing Corporation Award" - The Kappa Zeta chapter was voted best hall in the nation out of 226 chapters:
Highly Commendable Scholastic Achievement" - This award is bestowed upon all chapters achieving a chapter GPA of 3.20 or higher. 80 of the 226 national chapters were
recognized.
Crown Chapter" - This award is given to chapters displaying excellence in membership, finances, activities, programming, and fraternity operations. 80 of the 226 collegiate
chapters were given this award.
Founders Club" - Kappa Zeta achieved the highest level of recognition for philanthropic contributions to the ZTA Foundation during the biennium totaling over $ 100,000. 45 of
the 226 national chapters earned this award.
Foundation Scholarship" - Heather Stultz received a S1,200.00 scholarship from the national office for her service to KZ and her academic success at Clemson.
Meg Gardner received a $ 1,500.00 scholarship from the KZ chapter in honor of a former sister.

North American Interfraternity Conference
Beta Zeta chapter of Alpha Gamma Rho:
"Best Chapter Newsletter - Honorable Mention" - Chapter recognition given outstanding semesterly newsletter. 2 of the 64 national chapters received this recognition.
Delta Nu chanter of Beta Theta Pi:
"Sisson Award" - The Sisson began in 1917 and is awarded for chapter excellence. It focuses on number of members, financial stability, academic success, scholarship
programming, alumni functions, newsletters, community service, and the timely submission of paperwork. 20 of the 145 national chapters earned this award.
"Virginia Tech Award" - Given to the chapter in each region that exceeds the undergraduate GPA by the greatest margin.
Upsilon Beta chapter of Kappa Delta Rho:
"Award for Scholastic Achievement" - A national award given to chapters for maintaining a chapter GPA above the University all men's average. 6 of the 41 national chapters
earned this award.
"O.D. Roberts Award for Chapter Improvement" - Awarded to chapters that show marked improvement over the course of the academic year.
Kappa Upsilon chapter of Kappa Sigma:
"Scholarship Award" - Awarded to chapters with a GPA above the All Men's average for the Fall 1999 semester.
Delta Omicron chapter of Lambda Chi Alpha:
»
"Brothers Feeding Others Award" - The Clemson Lambda Chi's collected in excess of 17,000 pounds of food for donation to the North American
Food Drive. This was the most ever collected by Delta Omicron.
Greek Week Champions 2000 - Lambda Chi won the week long competition among fraternities.
South Carolina Gamma chapter of Phi Delta Theta:
"Outstanding Improvement Award" - Given to the national chapter which demonstrates the greatest improvement in the areas of academics,
philanthropy, recruitment, and social programming. SC Gamma was selected out of the 184 national chapters for this award.
"Award of Excellence" This award was given by Clemson University for SC Gamma's efforts in raising $ 12,000 for "Make-A-Wish".
"Membership Recruitment Award" - Awarded to chapters that recruit and initiate over 20 new members. 10 of the 184 national chapters
earned this award.
Eta Alpha chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha:
"Robert Adger Smythe Award" - A national award given to chapters demonstrating excellence in academics, recruitment, service, and
overall chapter management. 11 of the 200 national chapters earned this award.
"Best House Award" - Awarded by chapter consultants to one house in each region.
"Order of the West Range" - This award recognizes alumni for distinguished service in their profession and in their service to the
international fraternity Dr. Jerry Reel earned this top honor along with the CEO's of AUTel and DuPont, the President of the American
Bankers Association, and the Sr. Vice Provost from UVA. This is the highest honor bestowed by the international fraternity upon a brother.
Theta Zeta chapter of Sigma Nu:
"Top GPA" - Sigma Nu ranked #1 among all 21 of Clemson's fraternities posting a Spring 2000 chapter GPA of 2.96.
"Moving Display-First Place" - Sigma Nu placed 1st in the display building competition on Bowman during Homecoming 1999. This was the 14th
consecutive 1st place finish in the moving competition.
"Grrrd^Cou!i7ei°Award" - Eta Psi was selected as one of the top 10 Sigma Pi chapters. This was out of 115 national chapters.
"Academic Excellence Award" - This award is given to chapters that post a chapter GPA above the all men's average and the all Greek average.
30 of the 115 national chapters earned this award.
"Efficiency Award" - Earning 998 out of 1000 points possible. Eta Psi was selected as one ol the top 10 efficient chapters.
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Clemson named to Yahoo's 100 most wired colleges list
given to the University by Yahoo
Internet Life, which named the
University to its top 100 most wired
colleges and universities at number
85. The list, which includes such
other universities as Wake Forest,
MIT, Florida State, Tulane and the
University of South Carolina,

WlL KlRWAN

staff writer

While the University was dealing with the excitement of being
named Time magazine and The
Princeton Review's "Public College
of the Year," another honor was

ranked nearly 1300 colleges in the
United States and came out with
Carnegie-Mellon University holding the top spot.
The survey that Yahoo Internet
Life sent out compiled information
from schools in four categories with
a total of 18 subcategories based on
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52 questions about each school's
information technology. The four
main categories were access and
infrastructure, student support,
administrative services, and general resources. After looking at the
survey, Frank Shorter, a senior
majoring in computer engineering
said, "It would have been nice for
Yahoo to do their homework, and
include more networking infrastructure in future polls."
Paul Rogers, a freshman in computer engineering, agreed. "I would
have liked to see Yahoo compare
the internet connection speeds in
their survey. I think that would
have really let everyone see how the
schools stack up against each
other," said Rogers.
In the survey, 98 percent of the
top 100 colleges offered online
applications, with Clemson in the
two percent of colleges that do not
offer it. Also hindering Clemson
from a higher ranking in the survey
was lack of wireless access and limited hours of tech support.
Clemson's final score on the survey
was 75.72, with number one ranked
Carnegie Mellon University scoring
a 89.15 out of a possible 100 points
on the survey.
Helping Clemson make the list
was a variety of items, including
some of the highest amounts of
network storage space for students,
and a high percentage of wired
classrooms. The University reported to the survey that 90 percent of
the classrooms on campus are
wired for Internet access, and that
students are given between 50 and
100 megabytes of network storage
space. Clemson was in the 38% of
the top 100 schools that give students more than 25 megabytes of
space.
The general service section of
the survey boosted Clemson's score
dramatically, due to the amount of

it

storage space allocated for students,
as well as online access to the
library for reserving books and
checking the status of books. Along
with these amenities was printing,
which according to the survey is
free and unlimited.
Todd Ferguson, a sophomore,
had his own opinions on the general services section of the survey. "I
felt it was a bit misleading. I have
several email addresses at Clemson,
but the ranking page said the
University doesn't offer multiple
email addresses. Also, I was told
about a print quota, so I wonder
about the person that filled out the
survey."
Pulling Clemson's score down
was the support category, because
the University failed to meet two of
the three objectives: required
Internet orientation and technical
support available at least eight
hours a day, seven days a week.
"I always thought the support on
campus was poor, but I didn't realize how limited it was," said freshman Scott Batchler.
Other important statistics about
the colleges on the list: 84 percent
allow students to reserve library
books online, 68 percent offer webbased registration, 59 percent offer
eight or more hours of technical
support seven days a week, 41 percent offer wireless access, 35 percent offer public computer labs in
all residence halls and 11 percent
require students to own personal
computers.
Compared with other ACC
schools that participated in the survey, Clemson finished last. South
Carolina participated and placed
93rd. For more information on the
survey from Yahoo and to view
Clemson's ranking, browse to
http://www.zdnet.com/yil/content/college/college2000/rank_u
niversity_85.html.
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Parking services speaks, answers its most EVQs
► Parking attempts to dispel
nasty student rumors.
JOHN ADAM WICKLIFFE

assistant news editor
Denying that "they are out to get
you" officials in parking services
and
parking
enforcement
addressed several questions and
scenarios that have irked students.
Joe Granger, director of parking
services, stressed that students "are
our customers; they actually represent 75 percent of our customer
base."
"We have some students who
feel we do a very acceptable job and
are pleased -with the way things
turn out," said Granger. "And we
have some who are never going to
be pleased."
Granger noted that when he
was a student at the University, "I
didn't pay [parking services] much
attention, except when I got the
occasional ticket."
"I didn't get many of those," said
Granger.
Customer service skills have
also become an issue with students.
Granger said that on the administrative side of parking services,
"Our training is one-on-one. Office
managers sit down with [new
employees] and discuss policies and
procedures, how to operate; they go
through a 'training mode."'
Kathy Cleveland, parking
enforcement supervisor, noted that
parking enforcement officers are
"supervis[ed]. We take them around
all the areas [and] teach them about
the computer. We usually give
them a week and a half to two
weeks of training."
"We explain to them how to deal
with people," said Cleveland.
In response to several cases of
parking permit fraud last year,
parking services has implemented
tag security that was attained at "a
very slight additional cost," said
Granger. "I think if anything can
avoid having problems with our
permits, then that's something we
should do."
"Hopefully, it will keep somebody out of jail," said Granger. "We
think we have a pretty reliable system. 'They build a better safe, and
there's a better safecracker'."
'We pay very close attention to
[parking hangtags]," said Capt. Eric
Hendricks of the University police
department. Hendricks said that at
least one case this year involved a
student who "very ingeniously"
altered his tag to resemble an
employee tag. However, the individual parked illegally anyway and
when his tag number was called in,
it was found that the tag never
existed in the first place.
"There's ingenious ways of getting around things and finding
loopholes," said Hendricks. "We
have a lot of computer science
majors here who may get into that.
In any system, you can get around
that type of thing [holograms on
the tags]. But you're going to have
human error. We've been real lucky
in catching those we have because
of authenticity of the hangtag."
"We've had an increased report
of stolen hangtags, especially on
employee vehicles," said Hendricks
as he mentioned that the primary
reason for these thefts have been
unlocked doors.
"Please lock your doors," said
Hendricks.
Most complaints by students
revolve around the availability of
convenient parking near campus
buildings.
"We'd like to have a parking
space at every door," said Granger.
"It would make our life a lot simpler-that's not the case. It's probably never going to be the case here
as we see more and more construction taking up our inner-campus
space with parking relegated to the
perimeter in the short-term and
long-term."
"There may possibly be parking

structures in the long term," said
Granger, "but they won't be at the
door for everyone."
Granger said that potential sites
for a parking deck were the Sirrine
Hall parking lot' and the area
behind Sikes Hall. However, the
Sikes Hall area was more than likely not to become a site for a parking
structure because of its visibility to
the outside community.
Abuses of power by parking
officials have become a potent area
of discussion on campus. One incident revolves around certain student parking enforcement officials
targeting old high school classmates, while another involved
parking officials blocking fire lanes
in front of the Hendrix Student
Center while on breaks to get ice
cream. Hendricks said of both cases
that he "would [look into the apparent violations]," and that blocking
the fire lane was "not condon[edf
and "an abuse [of power]."
"If you're in a fire lane, you will
be towed," said Hendricks.
Hendricks also clarified that
parking enforcement officials "can't
make traffic stops."
Visitor parking has also become
an issue to those wishing to visit the
University as potential students or
as parents and visitors of current
students.
Parking services requires all visitors to obtain a parking permit
from either its office, the police
department or the visitor's center.
However, some have noted that
parking itself is limited around
these establishments, making it difficult to obtain such a pass.
"[Visitors] can come here and
park at our office; they can go to the
visitor's center," said Granger.
"There are a number of visitor parking spaces at the visitor's center."
However, Granger does not
believe that spaces adjacent to the
parking services office currently
zoned
"Official Business for
Parking Services and Municipal
Court" should be rezoned for visitor
use.
"I think they should be open to
any patron who does business [in
the parking services office] or in the
court office," said Granger.
Granger also stressed a large difference in the way parking services
looks at students and employees
acquiring visitor permits for spouses and other guests.
"I can't say [employees] can't get a
tag for their spouse," said Granger,
"[but] we don't provide any access to
visitor permits for students."
When asked about whether students are not allowed access
because of potential abuse or
because parking services does not
trust students Granger answered,
"I'd say both."
"The policy itself is designed to
keep people out of trouble," said
Granger.
Also addressed was potential
age discrimination in length of visitor permits provided. Granger
refuted allegations that older
patrons were given annual permits,
while younger customers were
forced to come back each month to
renew their permits.
"I don't know that we would
[age] discriminate," said Granger.
After a short pause, he said, "I am
aware that we have some very
young clientele who have annual
permits. I don't think that we do
discriminate."
While younger visitors who
asked for an annual parking pass
were denied last month, a visit to
the parking services office requesting the pass on Wednesday was
granted.
Granger also countered that the
similarities of commuter students
and employees do not extend to
similar parking. "Faculty have class
materials, students have books and
class materials."
However, employees have parking closer to the center of campus

because, "that's been the case for as
long as I can remember [and it's a]
policy." Granger explained that the
University has implemented a concentric-ring type policy whereas
employees are placed in the closest
part of campus, commuters next
and resident students on the
perimeter. In spite of this, some
commuter students have more distant parking than residential lots.
In looking at a reverse concentric circle examining the distribution of parking violations which
would put residents in the center,
commuters next and employees on
the perimeter, Granger said, "I've
never looked at demographics in
that way."
Hendricks said that students
who have to move their vehicles
because of football or basketball
parking for IPTAY members might
take "the escort service. It's a 12hour service. If you don't want to
ride the escort service, there's the
CAT bus system."
In response to a recent Tiger editorial calling for increased funding
and more funding from parking
services for the Clemson Area
Transit, Granger said that parking
services
currently
invests
$200,000 or roughly 20 percent of
the entire CAT budget each year.
Granger said that student opinion is welcome in his department.

RETIREMENT

DAN GOMZAUZAin, su[(

A GOOD TOW: Sometimes there is nothing like it. Students who are parked
illegally may automatically be towed, without being ticketed first.
"We have an open door policy,"
said Granger. "We don't have anything to hide. It's harder to get to
the parking office than it is [to get
to] parking spaces."
Hendricks addressed what some
students see as inconsistent ticketing behavior by parking enforcement officials. "What appears as
inconsistency is that we could
always use more officers. During
the day we have six parking officers."
Random towing is not so random, according to Cleveland. "We
don't tow out of spaces, unless it's a
24-hour [employee space] or [someone] has outstanding tickets.

INSURANCE

MUTUAL FUNDS

"I enjoy working with students,"
said Cleveland. "You'll always find
people who are having bad days. I
try to talk to students to explain
why we're doing what we're doing.
We don't enjoy going out there
every day towing people's cars, but
it's a job somebody has to do."
Hendricks emphasized that
education is the key to parking on
campus.
"Educating students is important in parking enforcement," said
Hendricks. "I know it can be frustrating at times, but when you
have this many people, parking
definitely is an issue and always
will be."
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TIAA-CREF's low expenses
mean more money
^
working for you.
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The equation is easy. Lower expenses in managing a

THE IMPACT OF EXPENSES ON PERFORMANCE

fund can equal better performance.

$215,000
How much? Just take a look at the chart. Then call us.

Low -Cos! Account

We'll send you a free, easy-to-use expense calculator so

$176,000

you can see for yourself that no matter what your

High-Cost Account

investment, you'll benefit from low expenses. And CREF
variable annuity expenses range from just 0.28%
to 0.34%.'
For decades, we've been committed to low expenses,
superior customer service and strong performance.
Add it all up and you'll find that selecting your
retirement provider is an easy decision: TIAA-CREF.

m

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it"

EXPENSESl
Total accumulations after 20 years based on initial investment
of $50,000 ami hypothetical annual returns of 89b. Total returns
and principal value of investments will fluctuate, and yield may
vary. The chart above is presented for illustrative purposes only
and does not reflect actual performance, or predict future
results, of any TIAA-CREF account, or reflect taxes.

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

for more complete information on our securities products, please call 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, to request prospectuses. Read them carefully
before you invest. 1. Estimated annual expenses are adjusted quarterly. 2.1.40% is a very reasonable fee level for a typical fund; 0.40% is
near, but not actually at the bottom of, the mutual fund expense ratio spectrum. • TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. distributes'the CREF and TIAA Real Estate variable annuities, • Teachers Personal Investors.Services, Inc. distributes the Personal Annuities variable
annuity component, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements • TIAA and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY, issue insurance and
annuities. • TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services. • Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are
not bank guaranteed. ©2000 TIAA-CREF 08/03
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However, the group was not met
without any resistance. To
Littlejohn, there were some people
who geniuinely could not find the
time to stop and take a look, but
"some of them were kind of weary.
There were a few that, undoubtedly, saw perhaps a rainbow flag and
they just kind of went by and we
had people like that who were getting ready to sign and they asked
what it was for - what kind of
diversity - we listed groups and
included gays and they said they
couldn't sign it and walked off."
Yet, that did not stop the CGSA
from spreading its message against
hate crimes. Just one year ago, the
FBI counted a total of 7,755 reported hate crimes and of those committed because of sexual orientation, there were 1,260 reported incidents, easily placing it as the third
worst type of hate crime behind
race and religion. These staggering
statistics, however, do not tell half
of the story.
Just last month, on the fatal

night of Sept. 22, Ronald Edward
Gay walked into a known gay bar,
the Backstreet Cafe, and shot five
people. He killed one person while
wounding six others. After the
incident, Gay told police that he
opened fire at the bar because he
was angry and upset that people
were making fun of his last name.
He wanted to get rid of those who
made this happen, who he considered to be—in his terms—"faggots."
Perhaps one of the more famous
cases of hate crimes against homosexuals is the Matthew Shepard
incident that happened two years
ago. Sheppard, a 21-year old
Wyoming student, was lured from
a campus bar by two men who told
him they were gay. Driven to a
remote location, he was tied to a
fence, tortured and beaten while he
begged for his life. He was left for
dead in near freezing temperatures. Suffering from hypothermia
and massive brain injuries, the
doctors were unable to operate and
he died.
These types of incidents have
held back many people from coming out. Hate crimes tend to be
crimes trying to send a message-
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that something is unwelcome to
that particular community or area.
The problem is that not only everyday people are committing these
crimes, but also that too often law
enforcement officers do not take
them seriously, as in the historic
case of Brandon Teena, who reported harassment to the police, who
did nothing, three days before the
very same harassers killed him.
This is something the CGSA is
trying to stop. End the violence
here and start from a new beginning. Instead of questioning and
being afraid if others know their
sexual orientation, students like
Maples are taking action. "Now
that I'm out, I've decided to fight.
I'm mad as hell that today this is
still an issue. I'm sick of being
afraid. I'm sick of being terrified,"
she said.
For many people, there is a new
light, but at the University, it may
be harder to detect than in some
other areas. Noelle Dietrich, secretary of CGSA, stated, "I'm from the
Bay area in San Francisco. I've
grown up where people have been
open their whole life and it had
never occurred to me that people

Who ever said the left
was bad hasn't met us
yet. We're five times
worse. No, but seriously,
if you have a different
point of view, then you
rock and we'd like fo
hear it.

OCTOBER

would try to hide anything.
Coming to Clemson is very different. You get a different aura here - a
different feeling. A lot of people
here are more concerned about
looks and about dress and they base
people on that. It's very disconcerting."
Kevin Bell, a postgraduate student in sociology, added, "I went to
Western Carolina last year as a
graduate student and it's pretty
open up there. I knew a lot of people
who were out. It was more acceptable. In fact, their mission statement
at Western Carolina in their consitution on discrimination says not
based on sexual orientation.
Clemson's does not say that. I think
they should put that in their
University constitution."
But Maples knows that,
"Clemson University is not a lost
cause. Look how long that chain is.
Just think about how long it's going
to be next year. I think this group
has grown a whole lot and we're
going to do a whole lot more."
Littlejohn advised,"I would
encourage people to take the time
to get to know somebody who is
different than them even if they are
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included in some group that they've
been taught all of their lives to hate
or despise."
Yet, according to the CGSA, it all
starts with people coming out. Bell
wholeheartedly agreed, "I think it's
something that helps and I think
it's something that actually needs
to be done. It just needs to be done.
How is anybody else going to come
out if no one starts it? There's more
people that need to just bring it out
here. I think that will help the community."
Maples tries to inspire those people 'hiding' with a quote from Rep.
Barney Frank, "Coming out takes
all the fear away. The goal is not to
tell for the sake of telling, but not to
hide anymore. The more people you
confide and be honest with, the better you will feel."
In the end, it is not about
whether someone is gay or not.
Rather, CGSA's mission is to make
Clemson a better community by
stopping hate crimes and encouraging people to intellectually bond
over what should and can be done.
Overall, it is a valiant attempt and
effort to make Clemson a truly
diverse environment.
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These aspiring poultry farmers attempt to attach some chicken
wire to an abstract wooden structure on Bowman Field.
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Fight Evil
And celebrate about it

Fight evil or turn yourself in.
656-2150
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This isn't any ordinary drink. With more vitamins
than any soft drink on the market, this lemonlime soda packs a punch. Drink Dr. Enuf when
you're up late studying. Have a sip or two to
combat those way too early mornings, Take
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HELPWANTED

FORRENT

Babysitter needed for
toddler boy.
Afternoons in my home.
References, experience
required.
Please call Katy at
654-7862.
Part-Time
Maintenance:
Country Walk, a community
in Clemson, located 5 minutes from campus, is looking for an energetic, motivated student to do various
maintenance work on the
Country Walk grounds.
Flexible Schedule, 15-20
hours per week. Please call
Marty at 654-2211.
BARTENDERS MAKE $100$250 PER NIGHT!
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!
CALL NOW!!

CHECK US OUT:
EFFICIENCY APTS, ADJACENT CAMPUS, LEASING
BY SEMESTER OR YEAR
AT MODERATE RENTS IN
CLEMSON; ALSO INDIVIDUAL AND SPECIAL LEASES.
CLEAN, MODERN, QUIET,
AND PRIVATE. CALL DON
(OLD MAN) FELDMAN
654-5483.
House. Clemson area.
3bdrm, 2ba. W/D.
Available January 1st.
$705/mo.
Call Denise @ 654-0099.
Looking for a male/female
roommate to share a
4bed/2bath house near
campus. Please call Tom,
Mike, or Kim for more information. $250+util. Avail.
. immediately or for next
semester. 646-9327.

1-800-981-8168
EXT. 9014.
SUMMER 2001 PAID
INTERNSHIP

FORSALE

EARN OVER $6.000
GAIN LEADERSHIP & BUSINESS
EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR RESUME
APPLY AT
WWW.TUITIONPAINTERS.COM
"DON'T GET A SUMMER JOB...
RUN YOUR OWN SUMMER
BUSINESS!"

CREDIT PROMOTIONS
Great job opportunity for
energetic people for major
credit card promotions.
Make excellent money working part time. Call Tim for
more details at'
800-572-4438 or
e-mail
TKERSHAW@WCINTL.COM

J

Pure adrenaline rush: '93
Dodge
Stealth-gorgeous
blue 5-speed 3.0L DOHC
290hp, great torque! with
sunroof, 107k miles. Engine
runs great! $5,500 0B0.
864-228-9819, leave msg.
1998 Jeep Wrangler, automatic, green with tan top
and interior. One owner,
female, $16,000 Firm. Call
for
more
information.
647-4597.

Winterstick 151
Snowboard-

$100.
New Ride boots (size 11)

$75.
Email:
sstanle@clemson.edu

MISCELLANEOUS
www.affordablelaptops.com
(800)864-2345
Earn a dime for every
email you read!
www.MlntMail.com/?m=14594

Attention Astrology.
Psychology, and Mythology
Enthusiasts!
Learn astrology from the
soul's evolutionary perspective with emphasis on the
Jungian archetypes, the
mythological gods, and the
basic psychological drives.
A 14-week series using your
own personal birth chart in
each class, begins Fri., Oct.
20, at 7pm. $15.00 per
class. Call Michelle Gregg-

654-4192.
Psychological Astrologythe greatest tool we have
in understanding the
human psyche!
Fraternities ^Sororities
Clubs*Student Groups
Earn $l,000-$2,000 this
semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising
event. No sales required.
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so call today!
Contact
Campusfuridraiser.com at
(888)923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.
Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5
Days $279! Includes Meals,

Parties! Awesome Beaches,
Nightlife! Departs From
Florida! Get Group-Go Free!!
springbreaktravel.com

1-800-678-6386
Early Spring Break Specials!
Cancun & Jamaica From
$389! Air, Hotel, Free
Meals, Drinks! Award
Winning Company! Group
Leaders Free! Florida
Vacations $129!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

& Eat, Drink, Travel Free &
Earn Cash!
Call 1-888-777-4642
or e-mail sales@suncoastvacations.com
|MM»OI«Ill.»!yLILl!l*l
Feba4-M»r31,2001,
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SPRING BREAK 2001

IT SELLS
IT RENTS
IT HIRES
IT INFORMS

Jamaica, Cancun, Florida,
Barbados, Bahamas and Padre.
Now Hiring Campus Reps $$$$.
Earn 2 Free Trips on only 15 sates!
Free Meats & Drinks.... gtf&f
Book by Nov. 2nd,

Steamboat CO

Call for FREE
info sack or vist us en-tine

sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710
>i

>?
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***ACT NOW! GUARANTEE
THE BEST SPRING BREAK
PRICES! SOUTH PADRE,
CANCUN,
JAMAICA,
BAHAMAS,
ACAPULCO,
FLORIDA & MARDIGRAS.
REPS
NEEDED...TRAVEL
FREE, EARN$$$. GROUP
DISCOUNTS FOR 6+. 800
838-8203/WWW.LEISURET0URS.COM
Wanted! Spring Breakers!
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida,
& Jamaica. Call Sun Coast
Vacations for a free
brochure and ask how you
can Organize a small group

*******

BreckenridgeCO)

>-i

•*?

Mexico, Jamaica, Florida &
S.Padre
Reliable TWA flights.
Best
prices & Biggest parties.
Book by Oct. 15 & receive
FREE 14 meals &
28 hrs. of parties!
1-800-SURFS-UP
www.studentexpress.com

HiT

THE RGAD!

.sunchase com

1.800.STJNCHASE
Spring Break! Deluxe
Hotels, Reliable Air, Free
Food, Drinks, and Parties!'
Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Mazatlan &
Florida. Travel Free and
Earn Cash! Do it on the

Web! Go to
StudentCity.com
or call
800-293-1443 for info.
#1 SPRING BREAK 2001

BE A PART OF IT ALL
STOP BY THE
HENDRIX STUDENT
CENTER
INFORMATION DESK
OR
CALL 656-2150
FOR MORE INFORMATION
ON
HOW YOU CAN
LET
ADVERTISING WORK
FOR YOU!!!
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years ago. Not only can Dantzler
throw like King, he is also very versatile because of his ability to run."
He can distance himself from
other candidates if he becomes the
first player in NCAA Division I history to rush for 1,000 yards and pass
for 2,000 yards in a single season,
which he is on pace to do. The past
two winners, Texas' Ricky Williams
and Wisconsin's Ron Dayne, won
the award after breaking the
Division I rushing record. Neither
of their teams did as well as
Clemson this season. Dantzler has
led fourth-ranked Clemson to a 6-0
start. There are still big games left
this season for Dantzler and the
Tigers. The schedule includes a trip
to Tallahassee to play seventhranked FSU and a home date with
archrival and 24th ranked South
Carolina Gamecocks.
But other players stand between
Dantzler and the Heisman hardware. Here is a look at some of
Dantzler's strongest competition.

State. He has led Virginia Tech to a
number two ranking, and Vick
appears to be the leading candidate.
Virginia Tech still has a big game
with Miami to go, however.
2.Chris Weinke, QB FSU
He may have hurt his chances
with a loss to Miami this weekend,
but he still has a chance to win the
Heisman if Florida State can
rebound and finish the season near
the top of the polls. The Nov. 4
matchup with Clemson's Dantzler
could go a long way in determining
the Heisman Trophy winner.
3. Eric Crouch, QB Nebraska
He is the quarterback for the
number one team, and he could
win it if Nebraska finishes at the
top. He is a tough runner, but does
not put up huge passing statistics in
Nebraska's run oriented offense.
4. LaDanian Tomlinson, RB
Texas Christian
Tomlinson led the nation in
rushing last year, and he is putting
up remarkable yardage again.
Playing in the Western Athletic
Conference will probably hurt his
chances at the Heisman, unless
TCU can remain undefeated and
qualify for a major bowl game.

l.Michael Vick, QB Va. Tech
Vick came into this season as the
favorite after an amazing performance in last year's national championship game against Florida
Ranking the Candidates
Through Oct. 7 games

No.

Player

1

Michael Vick, QB,
Va.Tech

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
3.

9.
10.

Season Stats

Passing: 45-89-3, 635 yards, 5
TDs; Rushing: 59carries,484
yards, 7 TDs
Eric Crouch, QB,
Passing: 37-8CH, 668yard3,8
Nebraska
TDs; Rushing: 76carries,478
yards, 8 TDs
Chris Weinke, QB, Passing: 127-212-5, 1,974 yards,
Florida State
15 TDs:

Comments

It wasn't his sharpest game, but
hecertainlywas way above
average foramere mortal.
Weallknowhedoe3n'thaveto
throw, but that doesn't make
him any I ess im pres3ive.
Put up amazing numbers after
halftime, but that loss really
hurt.
Woo draw
Rushing: 105carries, 732yards, H e was 3l o p py, b ut his t earn still
Dantzler, QB,
10TDs; Passing: 81-128-3,1085 put up 35 points and won.
Clemson
yards, 9 TDs
Drev Brees, QB,
Passing: 158-253-3, 1,930 yards, Mad e a last-gas p att em pt to stay
Purdue
12 TDs; Rushing: 47 canies, 293 in it with big win over Michigan.
yards, 3 TDs
LaDainian
Rushing: 168 carries, 974 yards, Ran it up on a bad Hawaii team;
Tomlinson, RB,
5.8 ypc, 12 TDs
were those 49 carries
TCU
necessary?
Anthony Thomas, Rushing: 146 carries, 851 yards, He thought his job was done,
RB, Michigan
5.8ypc, 7 TDs
but Michigan's defense blewit.
Damien
Rushing: 141 carries, 1,050
Over 200 yards for the second
Anderson, RB,
yards, 7.4 ypc, 13 TDs
3trai g ht we ek, .in d ers on is
Northwestern
gaining st earn.
Michael Bennett, Rushing: 156 carries, 940 yards, It's sad when a 106^(1 game is
RB, Wisconsin
6.0 ypc, 6TD3
about half your average.
Ken Sim onion,
Rushing: 148 carries, 813yards, Need3toget3omeTVtime
RB, Oregon State
10 TDs
early enough forthe EastCoa3t
tostayawake.
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shot at the top of the 18-yard box.
A little over a minute later,
Clemson keeper Doug Warren had
to make a diving save to prevent the
tying goal.
'We knew they were coming at
us, but they caught all of us by surprise," said Lisi of the Panthers' second half barrage.
Adair thought the team was still
reeling from the last minute goal
given up in the first half.
"It took us 10 more minutes in
the second half to get a grasp of the
game," said Adair. "They could have
easily have made it 2-2 if not for a
great save from Doug Warren. It
was still anybody's game until we
put that third goal in."
The goal came at the 72:54
mark. Oguchi Onyewu sent a
throw-in towards the Georgia State
goal that was pushed to the back
post by Lewis. Fabio Tambiosi then
knocked in the insurance goal to
give Clemson a cushion for the rest
of the game.
The win comes on the heels of a
scoreless draw at fourth-ranked
South Carolina. The Tigers also
played without several injured
teammates. Nathan Rawlins is day
to day with a pulled groin muscle
and Ian Fuller is day to day with an
injured ankle. Ross Goodacre will
be out for at least two more weeks
because of a broken foot. Goodacre
recently had a pin placed in his
foot.
"The one thing I liked is that we
had that pep in our step," said Adair.
"We started six freshmen and two
sophomores and they still had that
sort of confidence out there."
The Tigers jump back into ACC
competition on Sunday at 2 p.m
against Virginia at Riggs Field.
As Clemson continues its
ascent
towards
the
ACC
Championship, the players know
they must keep their focus better
than they did on Wednesday
night.
"If we give that goal up to
Virginia or Wake Forest or
Maryland we could lose the game,"
said Lisi. "That's why we have to
have 100 percent concentration."

Restaurante Mexicano

ta§ LA migos
^'Xmiim****

*\ Mon-Thurs
d| 4pm-8pm
FULL BAR!

lunch Specials #1-10 $3.50
Taco Salad $3.75
Special Fajitas Lunch $4.99
104 OleTown Square /^r-^ fAQtZ
Central, SC 29630 03J-/403
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teams participated in the
Wingspanbank.com/WTT
National
Collegiate
Tennis
Championships held at the Taube
Family Tennis Stadium Oct. 6-8.
The Tigers finished fourth out of
the 16 teams in the co-ed national
championship. Clemson (3-2) won
the group three title and advanced
to the semifinals. It finished fourth
overall, behind champions South
Alabama (5-0), second place
Stanford (4-1) and third place
Virginia Commonwealth (4-1).
Carmina Giraldo and Laurence
Jayet represented the women's team
while Josh Goffi and Darren Knight
were the men's team's representatives.
OCTOBER
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Tae Kwon Do
The Clemson Tae Kwon Do
Club participated in the ninth
Annual Friendship Games at
Greenville High School on Sept. 30.
Luke Henry placed second in forms
and third in sparring for the men's
blue/red belt division, Melissa
Nicoletti placed first in forms and
sparring
for
the
women's
green/blue belt division and Nicole
Ritchie placed third in sparring for
the women's yellow/green belt
division.
The Clemson Tae Kwon Do
Club, led by instructors Franc Tan
(fourth degree black belt) and
DeMargio Jones (third degree black
belt), participates in several tournaments each year. For the past 35
years, the club has offered Clemson
students instruction in this ancient
Korean martial art, providing the
benefits of practical self-defense,
fitness and increased self-confidence. Classes are held Monday and
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. and Friday
at 6:30 p.m. in the Fike multi-purpose room. The TKD Club will be
holding a women's self-defense
seminar Wednesday, Oct. 11, at 7:30
p.m. .on the second floor of the
Hendrix Center.
Tennis
The men's and women's tennis

Golf
John Engler fired a final round
72 to lead Clemson to a second
place finish at the Carpet Capital
Classic at The Farm in Dalton, Ga.
Clemson finished second with a
team score of 871, just one behind of
champion Georgia Tech. Georgia
finished third at 874, while Florida
was fourth at 883. Scores were high
in the windy conditions at the par
72 course that is 6906 feet in length.
East Tennessee State was the only
team to break the 300-mark by
shooting 299. Clemson's 301 team
score on Sunday tied for second
best. Georgia Tech won the event
even though it shot 304 as a team
on Sunday.

Clemson Office Products
210 Victoria Square
654-6396
Hours: 9:00am to 5:00pm Mon-Fri

Ink Jet Cartridges,
Digital Phones,
School Supplies,

.■»>-

Valid through October 31. Limit one per customer. Must be
presented to salesperson before purchase.

20%

on regular
priced
purchases
during one
shopping
trip!

Clemson Office Products
College Avenue | Victoria Square | Clemson
Sale Items Not Included

Customer Service &
Satisfaction Are Always #1
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Clemson splits ACC matches
► Clemson returns home
with a loss to Duke and a
win over Wake Forest.
RICK LOVEDAY

staff writer

The Lady Tigers volleyball team
is in the midst of a four-game road
trip, with this past week's games at
Duke and Wake Forest. Tuesday
night the Tigers traveled to
Durham, N.C., to face the Duke Blue
Devils. The squad eventually lost to
Duke in five games.
The Tigers looked strong for the
first half of the match, jumping out
to a 2-1 lead. Clemson held the lead
until Duke won the final two games
to win the match (15-13,13-15,15-11,
9-15, 10-15). The loss dropped
Clemson's record to 7-10 overall
and 2-3 in the ACC. Duke improved
to 13-4 overall and 3-1 in conference
play.
Leading the Tigers offensively
against Duke was Kiki Dallao with
match-highs in both kills and digs,
with 26 and 20 respectively. Also
pacing Clemson were Jodi Steffes
with 14 kills and 11 digs and
Meredith Kirtland who added 17

kills and 15 digs. Jessie Betcher
handed out 70 assists and contributed nine digs.
Friday night the Lady Tigers
traveled to Winston-Salem, N.C, to
face off against the Wake Forest
Demon Deacons.
Wake jumped out to the early
lead, winning the first game.
Clemson proceeded to win three of
the next four games to take the
match (8-15, 16-14, 15-13, 7-15, 1614). The win improved Clemson's
record to 8-10 overall and 3-3 in the
conference. Duke fell to 10-6 overall
and 2-4 in the ACC.
The Tigers were led offensively
by Steffes, who tallied a matchhigh 29 kills. Dallao contributed
28 kills and 22 digs. Kirtland
added 12 kills and a team-high 26
digs. Betcher dished out 60 assists
and Melissa Kudelka added 15
assists. Tami BySura also recorded
17 digs.
The squad will go to Atlanta,
Ga., to face Georgia Tech and
Tallahassee, Fla., to square off
against Florida State this week. The
next home game will be against
Duke University on Oct. 20 at 7 p.m.
injervey Gym.

PACK

FROM BACK PAGE

run by Dantzler.
"I knew Rod's game was coming and I told him earlier in the
week that they were going to come
out and try and stop me. So it was
time for him to step up to the challenge," Dantzler said.

The senior receiver did just that.
The most impressive of his seven
first half catches was a diving grab
that accounted for 42 yards in the
first quarter. Gardner stacked up
137 yards on 10 catches for the
game. In the end, although the
Wolfpack played the Tigers evenly
through the last three-quarters, the
balanced attack of Clemson proved
to be too much.

NC State gained only 32 yards
rushing the entire game, compared
to the 274 accumulated by the
Tigers.
This was not enough for State to
get past Clemson's defense, led once
again by linebacker Keith Adams,
who set a Clemson record Saturday
afternoon by playing his 18th consecutive game in which he recorded
a tackle for a loss.

GARY OLDMAN
JOAN ALLEN JEFF BRIDGES
CHRISTIAN SLATER
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The Upstate's Original
Futon Furniture Store.
Wide Variety
Custom Covers, 9i((ows
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Coming Soon To A Theatre Near You

•A. JL %J M. -N Ji.;
COME SEE OV&
EE4T NEW STORE

Do you like to rent movies?
Subscribe to HBO or
Cinemax and let the
movies come to you!
One month of a premium
channel costs less than
renting just 2 or 3 movies!

Call Northland Cable
Television today!
882-0002 or 654-7201
Northland Cable serves the offompus areas only.

For on-campus service questions call

Northstar at 1-800-993-9313.
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Homecoming contest will feature Maryland
► Tigers prepare for
Terrapin invasion of Death
Valley.
CHRISTOPHER KISCO

staff writer

Temple and Middle Tennessee.
Through five games, Jordan has
amassed 378 yards and six touchdowns. He is currently fifth on the
ACC rushing list. To demonstrate
his career's success and longevity,
he has the second most rushing a
yards among active players in the
NCAA this season, behind only
Texas
Christian's
LaDanian
Tomlinson.
Despite his disappointing statistics, you do not have to tell the
Clemson defense that this running
back is dangerous.
"Jordan broke a 70-yarder
against Florida State, and [State]
wasn't near him," said defensive
lineman Terry Jolly.
Last season some skeptics criticized Clemson's defense for a lack
of aggressiveness in some games.
During last season's Maryland
game, the Terrapins were able to
rush for five or six yards on first
down, thus setting up situation of
second or third and short.
That allowed quarterback
Calvin McCall, a fleet-footed rusher with a strong arm in the mold of
Woodrow Dantzler, to attack the
secondary with passes for big gains.

In contrast to Clemson's aggressive, blitzing style of defense,
Maryland is much more conservative in its defensive philosophy.
"They do not take many chances
on defense. Very rarely do they blitz
and put themselves in a position to
give up the big play. It is a sound
defense if you get good field position, because the odds will be
against us if we have to drive the
ball 80 yards every time," said
Bowden.
An important part of last week's
win was the reemergence of Death
Valley as a home field advantage for
Clemson. As his team prepares for
this Saturday's game, Bowden
reminds the students of how
important they are as the catalyst
for the crowd noise.
"I thought the fans were a critical part of the win on Saturday.
They were loud the whole game
and anytime you can come out to
pre-game warm up with that type
of atmosphere it really helps your
team. They were many big plays in
the game and I think the energy of
our fans allowed our team to play at
a slightly higher level on many of
those plays."

After last week's nail-biter versus NC State, this weekend's
matchup versus the Maryland
Terrapins figures to be a much easier win for Tiger fans. Just do not tell
that to the Terrapins.
Maryland entered this season
with heightened expectations, but
with a 2-3 overall record and tied
for last in the ACC, its season has
been a disappointment thus far.
Last season the Terrapins looked
like a team on the rise in the ACC.
Maryland gave Clemson all it
could handle last season, jumping
out to an early lead before falling
42-30.
"They had a tremendous
amount of success against our
defense last year and I'm sure that
they will use a similar game plan
this year." said Clemson Head
Coach Tommy Bowden.
According to Bowden, that game
plan was an attempt to set up the
pass by executing Maryland's
potent running attack. The
Terrapins received an excellent performance by tailback Lamont
Jordan. The Maryland running
back ran roughshod-over the Tigers
last year for 177 yards and four
touchdowns on 26 carries in the
Terrapins 42-30 loss to the Tigers.
"Jordan embarrassed us last
year, so it is going to be very important that we stop him first." said
Bowden
After a successful junior campaign, Jordan turned down a
chance to enter the NFL, to opting
instead for one more season of
preparation in the ACC and a shot
at the Heisman trophy. In his junior
season, Jordan rushed for 1,632,
yards.
He entered this season on the
short list of qjany Heisman voters,
but Jordan has struggled. He is
averaging 75 yards per game versus THE COUNT: 1-2-3-4,1-2-3-4, C-L-E-MS-O-N T-l-G-E-RrrrrrrS Fight
a schedule that has included Tigers, Fight Dammit, Fight, Fight, Fight.

DAVID KALK/senior staff

Looking for a Tutor?

Maryland
It's going to be a real physical
game this week. The coaches did
a lot of yelling this week because
we're going into game seven.
Around the country, you've
played six straight games going
on seven and a lot of people get
tired, get complacent. The
coaches wanted to pay extra
attention to detail this week to
make sure everybody is getting
the job done. You're starting to
get tired, but you've gotta fight
through practice. The coaches
have been yelling a lot, but it
helps us out and we needed that.
When we go play on Saturday,
we're going to pay extra attention to detail.
Watching the film, they're
very physical up front and have
a big, physical running back.
Their receivers are small but
they're scrappy. They try to
block you after the play is over,
and that's one of my pet peeves.
Don't block me after they've
blown the whistle. So it's going
to be a very intense game. I'm
going to have to pay close attention and stay focused because I
■talk a lot of trash and I can get
sidetracked by talking too much
trash. It's going to be a good
game because it's ESPN, it's
primetime, a playoff-type
atmoshpere. They're also going
to try to come in and spoil our
Homecoming. I expect it to be
close at first, but we're going to
pull away at the end.
Homecoming plans
Nothing special, I just have a
friend coming in from out of
town, Tony Booth, that plays
safety for the Panthers. He's a second-year player out of James
Madison. He hurt his knee this
year, but he's coming down and
I'm going to try to show him a
little something.
Last year, they had the director of player personnel come
down here and Tony
came with him and
talked about agents. We
kinda hooked up after
that. He plays safety and I
play safety, so there was a
common bond. I went and
checked him out this sum
mer at Spartanburg the .
Panthers' training
camp site. He gave
m e

his phone number, I gave him
mine, and we've been keeping in
touch ever since.
I'm just really looking forward to this game because it's
primetime, under the lights. In
high school, a lot of players talk
about what they'll do when they
get up under the lights.
Hanging at Hefs
Me and LaMont Jordan [of
Maryland] were both selected for
the Playboy Ail-American team
and we went out there this summer. They divided us up into
teams for this game and we were
teammates. We were talking a
little friendly junk. He came in
and, I'm not going to say we
made a bet, but he thinks he's
going to get over 100 yards, but I
told him we were gonna stop
him. We actually made a pretty
good pair because we won first
place in what we were doing. He
said we're teammates now but
once we get in the stadium, it's
war. I said we can start now and
have a scrimmage right here. But
it's friendly competition and I'm
looking forward to playing
agianst him because he's one of
the best tailbacks in the country.
What are some of the things
you do in the community
that earned you a spot on
the AFCA Good Works
Team?
I go around to churches, elementary schools, little league
football teams and just give
motivational speeches,things of
that nature—just hanging out. I
tend not to get that publicized
because I don't want to look like
I'm exploiting it. I just go out and
be myself. It's nothing formal
where I'm giving out plaques
and superman awards.
After my senior year in high
school, I went back out and
helped the guys on the team that
were still there. I went out that
spring and just worked out
with them and tried to give
them motivation. We lost a
lot from that team and they
weren't predicted to finish
that high, but they
went out and
finished 9-1
■'.: that year.

Tutors are waiting to

help for only $2.50/hr.

SCOOTER REPAIR
Eddie Pennebaker

A wide variety of subjects
will be offered. To sign up
please stop by the Student
Government office.

404 Rock Creek Rd.
Clemson, SC 29631

654-7209
e-mail eddiepen@bellsouth.net

NOW

$eaw$

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
STUDENT

For more Information
visit the tutor webpage at

GOVERNMENT

cusg.clemson.edii/projects/tiitor/tiitors.htm

engine, tire, and body repair
pick up and delivery available
buy and sell used scooters
locally owned and operated
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^pardner pulls Tigers through close-call against Pack
► Clemson relied on its outspoken wide receiver to
compete the bigplays.
Louis GARMENDIA
sports editor

Tiger opponents beware: Rod
Gardner has awoken from his season-long slumber. The outspoken
senior had 10 catches for 137 yards
to lead Clemson over NC State on
Saturday.
"That's what I do. When the ball
comes to me, I make plays," he said.
"Today was a breakout game. I
needed that one. I let them know
that Rod Gardner is still here."
In a close game for the first time
all year, it was Gardner who made
catch after catch and stepped up
when it counted for the Tigers.
"To me, that's what really good
players do," said Head Coach
Tommy Bowden. "A big game, you
call their number and they produce. That's the kind of guy he is."
Gardner's performance came
days after the coaching staff challenged him to improve his play.
Coming into Saturday's contest,
Gardner had 19 catches for 280
yards, which was well off of his
record-breaking 73-catch season
last year.
"We challenged him," said offensive coordinator Rich Rodriguez.
"We told him that if he's one of the
best in the ACC and the country
he's got to start making plays when
they challenge him one on one. He
made some big plays when we had

to have them."
The big plays were everywhere
for Gardner. The first was a diving
42-yard catch along the sideline
late in the first quarter that seemed
to inspire both Gardner and the rest
of the offense.
"We needed a big play because
we hadn't had one in a while. That
got it going," said Gardner.
Facing third and short on the
NC State 14-yard line in the second quarter, a holding call on
Gardner negated a Tiger first
down. He responded on the following play by making a 12-yard
catch to keep the drive alive.
Dantzler scored on a one-yard
sneak three plays later.
Gardner came through big-time
in the second half when NC State
cut Clemson's lead to just a touchdown. After quarterback Woody
Dantzler threw two third-quarter
interceptions, he turned to Gardner
for help.
The senior responded with three
fourth-quarter catches on third
down to keep Clemson drives alive.
On one play, Dantzler fired a bullet
into double coverage, but it was
Gardner who came up with the
ball and the first down.
"He's our go-to guy on offense,"
said Dantzler. "When we know we
need a big play, he's ready to step up
for the challenge, and he's ready to
do it day in and day out."
Some of Gardner's statistical
slide can be attributed to opponents playing zone defense and
often double covering the receiver.

DAVID KALK/

STRUGGLE: Rod Gardner fightsfor extra yardage against his NC State opponent. Gardner increased his season
catches by 10 in Saturday's game.
But the Wolfpack stacked up on him, number 29 [Brian feels that trying to cover him one on
against the run and dared the Williams]. If they're going to leave one is a mistake and he does not
Clemson offense to beat them us one on one, our best wide receiv- mind talking about it.
through the air. When the Tigers er is Rod Gardner. If he can't beat
"That's my type of game," said
needed a first down late in the the guy, then we're gonna be in Gardner. "I like a team that comes
game, Rodriguez called the deci- trouble."
up just see if they have the heart to
sion to go to Gardner an easy one.
With a 6-4, 215-pound frame, go up against me. I go out every
"No question about it," he said. Gardner usually has a big size week to show them they're not
"They put their best defensive back advantage over his defender. He ready for it."

Lady Tigers continue to improve on near-perfect season
► Clemson strengthened
team chemistry despite givingup late goals.
How

ARMSTRONG

assistant sports editor
Leading up to Tuesday's bout
with Wofford, the fifth-ranked
Lady Tiger soccer team spent practice working on efficiency. The
result was the team's most complete game of the year, in which it
easily downed the Terriers 7-2 at
historic Riggs Field.
It was Clemson's first game
since suffering a draining 1-0 loss to
ninth-ranked Duke. After 85 minutes of even play, the Blue Devils
capitalized off of a Clemson foul,
which set up the game-winning
goal.

"We lost to a great Duke team,"
said Head Coach Ray Leone. "The
players snapped back well, and
they were over it in a day because it
wasn't anything they did wrong."
Coming off of their first loss of
the season, the Lady Tigers
stomped Wofford. Meanwhile back
in Durham, Duke, ironically, fell 2-0
to UNC Greensboro.
"Wofford was a huge game to see
how we responded after a loss," said
Julie Augustyniak. "The loss was
almost good, because we know
what it is like to suffer a defeat. You
can go two ways after a loss like
that, but we chose to take it out on
Wofford."
The Lady Tigers put on an offensive clinic, racking up the program's
highest single game goal total of
the season. After the game, Leone

was relieved it did not come down
to the final goal, as it has in many of
Clemson's previous victories.
"We haven't been playing
around, we have been direct with
the ball," said Augustyniak. "We
have been working on passing and
combining in practice. I think a lot
of positives came out of this win,
and working together was one of
those."
Lindsay Browne scored two
goals and an assist for Clemson (131, 3-1 ACC). Her first goal came at
the 6:27 minute mark off an assist
from Allison Mitchell, and the second came off an assist from Deliah
Arrington, who was positioned at
the top of the box. Arrington
scored a previous goal off a double
assist from Leigh Clark and
Augustyniak at 21: 29 minutes

deep into the game.
Clark added a quick goal with
the help of Brown and Williams,
and Cindy Mullinix fired one up
the middle, which sailed over the
goalie's head with 44:23 minutes
elapsed.
In second half action, Andria
Lyons picked off a bad pass and
along with Tatum Clowney assisted Heather Beem, who connected
from five yards out of the box. In
the closing seconds of the contest,
Mary Jean Sullivan scored her first
goal of the season with the help of
Clowney.
Wofford (9-3) got on the board
with a breakaway that resulted in a
one-on-one goal situation. Three
minutes later, the Terriers struck
again.
"There is no reason in the world

we shouldn't have had the shutout,"
said Leone. "We are disappointed
we didn't finish the game out; it was
a case of poor concentration at the
end."
Clemson finished with 32 shot
attempts to Wofford's seven, and 15
corner kicks to the Terriers one.
Aside from the minor letdown at
the end, Leone felt his club finally
understands the lessons he has
been teaching in practice.
At one point, he looked over at
the bench and was proud to see his
starters yelling things to the substitutes which he had stressed in practice.
"We are where we want to be
and this is the first night we have
improved our playing style," said
Leone. "This is the first time I can
say we played well."

FROMTHEPRESSBOX

The details of making it to the Orange Bowl
I'm sure many of you who are any shot at the Orange Bowl. We
reading this article are part of must not only win our remaining
the contingent that cheered games, but win by a convincing
during the first quarter of last margin. I'm sure Tommy Bowden
week's game versus NC State. The was happy with the 34-27 win,
reason for the celebration was but I'm sure he would have loved
when the PA announcer said that at least one to two more scores.
the Hurricanes from Miami had Don't get me wrong, NC State had
stunned then number two and a very good team and we played
hated ACC rival Florida State. well to win, but in the eyes of the
After reading this article, I hope computer rankings, NC State isn't
you understand why I wasn't ranked and a seven-point margin
stoked about the FSU loss, as doesn't register well in their datamuch as it pains me to root for the bases.
The Bowl Championship
Seminoles.
Even though the focus all year Series is the most complicated formula ever conhas been the
cocted,
espechance to be 9cially for dum0 rolling into
bass
sports
Tallahassee,
fans
like
and the 6-0
Andy Paland
myself.
The
start has done
interium senior
BCS is comnothing
to
staff
prised of four
quell this, every
major bowls:
game
from
Orange
here on out is
very important. First off, we must (National Championship), Rose,
win the rest of our games to have Sugar and Fiesta.

Now (inhale), I will attempt to
simplify the process and give a
breakdown of the BCS formula
that determines who plays in
what bowl.
The BCS formula is a system
containing four parts, and each
part carries an equal weight of 25
percent. The BCS formula determines who play's in the national
title game. The other six teams in
the BCS are filled by four conference champions and two at-large
bids selected by the bowls themselves.
The four parts of the BCS formula are (keep in mind the lower
your team total, the better off): 1.
number of losses (Clemson is
undefeated so a zero is factored in),
2. strength of schedule (this is
where it matters how Clemson's
opponents do as a whole and how
they fare against other competition, particularly non-conference
teams), 3. an average of eight computer rankings (these rankings
are the most complicated systems

known to man but some components are: strength of schedule,
winning percentage, opponents
winning percentage, conference
strength as a whole and anything
else one could imagine), 4. average
position in the Coaches and AP
poll; Clemson is number four and
number five respectively now so a
4.5 is averaged in (exhale with
dryer sheet).
I hope all of you are as confused as I am right now. The main
point to consider is this: Clemson
has to run the table and finish 11-0
to have any shot. Other considerations are that the winner of
Kansas State—Nebraska game
will probably finish undefeated
(one spot occupied). Virginia Tech
could win out, or Miami could
beat Virginia Tech next month
and move ahead of Clemson due
to the BCS formula.
These are all possible scenarios to either make or break
Clemson's hopes of a national
title.

All I am asking of you, Tiger
fans, is to root for the teams we
play the rest of the season (not
when we play them though). Yes,
this includes FSU and especially
USC. The better the record of our
opponents when we beat them
(i.e. USC) helps the cause and
improves Clemson's ranking in
the BCS.
This brings me back to last
Saturday. Miami's win is a small
Eart, yet an important facet in the
reakdown for the National
Championship. Miami's win
strengthens Big East football relative to ACC football in the eyes of
the computer. So go forth with this
deep knowledge of the inner
workings of college football and
share in the excitement of having
a team in the hunt for the National
Championship.
Andy Paland is a senior majoring
in economics. E-mail comments to
sports@tiger.clemson.edu.
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UPCOMING SCHEDULE
Women's Soccer
vs. Maryland. Tonight, 7 p.m.

Ball HandIL

• FoottaB: .
vs. Maryland, Tomorrow, 6 p.m.
Men's Soccer:
vs. Virginia, Sunday, 2 p.m..
Women's Soccer
vs. Wake Forest, Tuesday, 7 p.m

SPORTSPERSPECTIVE
Barry Jones
columnist

► Lady Tigers tame
the Wqfford Terriers.
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Clemson remains undefeated
► Tigers overcomefirst
fourth-quarter challenge.
NICK CONGER

GoalPost
Etiquette
Did everybody like theNC State
game Saturday? It was a
change from the blowouts that
Coach Bowden had been blessing us
with this season. The fans impressed
me this game, while the team was
still thrilling in a lackluster performance.
Throughout the event, NC State
stayed with the Tigers. The
Wolf pack left a deep scare in Tiger
fans on Saturday based on the one
thing that has been brought up all
season history. In the past three
years (until Saturday), Clemson had
not won a game decided by seven
points or less. The last time was a
1997 victory over NC State, 19-17.
This season, the Pack has come back
to win three games in the fourth
quarter.
Facts likes these wear on team
psychology more than anything.
Everybody was looking for Clemson
to collapse on fourth and three from
the 18 when NC State attempted its
final offensive play of the game. The
Tigers stood tall and held off a good
NC State team. Does that mean that
Clemson is cured? Will we win
every close game that we play?
Anything's possible, but now the
team knows it can do it. No more
superstitions.
The 12th man factor may have
played a part in lifting this curse.
The crowd stayed in it through the
entire game. On NC State's final
drive, fans were on their feet yelling.
When that fateful last pass was
about to take place, the noise in
Death Valley was deafening. It was
the most marvelous sight to which
I've ever borne witness. This comes
from seeing many games of the
Tommy West era when the students
would cheer and the alums would
just show up.
The 12th man has a limit. In the
post-game celebration, fans tried to
tear down goalposts on both ends of
the field. It was disappointing that
the fans of a team favored by 21
points should be so excited by a
seven point heart stopper.
The bottom line is that goalposts
should only come down on MAJOR
victories. When the number five
team in the country is hosting an
unranked opponent, the goal posts
shouldn't get a thought, much less
an attack. If Clemson were hosting a
team ranked higher, was a heavy
underdog or breaking a long losing
streak (such as against FSU), then
the posts deserve to plummet.
If Clemson beats UNC in basketball at Chapel Hill, I wouldn't be
surprised to see students rush out of
their dorms after watching the
game on TV storm into Death
Valley and rip down the goal posts
out of principle. So what if it's the
wrong sport, it's tough to rip down
basketball goals, especially when
they are bolted to the ceiling.
The other legitimate reason to
tear down the goal post would be a
tight game against USC Rivalries
are always big, regardless of the
teams success. Just remember, when
you are supposed to win, celebrating
should be fun. It should not be to the
point where it throws the victory in
the opponent's face. That is embarrassing.

staff writer

DAVID KAUVsenior staff

TRICKED: Clemson'sjeff Scott (12) fakes thefieldgoal and takes the hall
for afirst down. The Tigers scored on the down.

Men's soccer edges out
Georgia State on home turf
► Tigers survive Secondhalf attack to continue
Series St rea k over Panthers.
Louis

GARMENDIA

sports editor

After playing what Head Coach
Trevor Adair called "the best soccer
we've played all year" in the first 44
minutes, the men's soccer team
came away with a surprisingly
hard-fought 3-1 victory over
Georgia State on Wednesday night
at Riggs Field.
The win moved the Tigers to 82-1 on the year while Georgia State
dropped to 7-6. Clemson has won
all 18 games in the series between
the two schools.
"This was a good lesson," said
Adair. "I knew they were good—
they beat some good teams. But the
lesson we learned is that we've
gotta concentrate for 90 minutes."
The Tigers struck early in the
first half. Defensive Back Ricky
Lewis found Mark Lisi streaking
along the left sideline, and Lisi in
turned played a bouncing ball
through the 18-yard box. Kenneth
Cutler made a run to the ball and

Saturday's football game at
Death Valley presented two
unbeaten teams, Clemson and NC
State, both hungry for a victory. In
the end, it was the Tigers who managed to tame the Wolfpack with a
34-27 victory. Senior Travis
Zachery accounted for 21 points
with two rushing touchdowns and
one receiving touchdown. The
Clemson defense proved it could
play tough the whole game by shutting down the State offense led by
freshman quarterback Philip
Rivers in the final 10 minutes.
Rivers has gained national recognition for his late game comebacks.
"He [Rivers] has a lot of poise and
he is a great quarterback. He almost
came back in the fourth quarter, but
that says a lot about our defense
because we were able to stop him,"
said Chad Carson.
This was the Tigers' first victory
against NC State since the 1997 season. On the third play from scrim-

mage, Rivers went deep to Ray
Robinson for an 81-yard touchdown pass to give NC State its first
and only lead of the game. It did not
take long for the Clemson offense to
bounce back with an impressive
drive of 12 plays for 73 yards. The
Tigers scored their second touchdown shortly after this with a 24yard pass from quarterback
Woodrow Dantzler to Zachery.
Danzler proved during this game
that he could be effective in the air
as well as on the ground by gaining
220 passing yards.
"Now they are trying to stop
Woody, so that has been opening
up the passing attack, and all we
have to do is make plays," Zachary
commented.
Clemson scored first in the second quarter with another impressive drive that took 11 plays to move
70 yards.
The touchdown would not have
happened though, had it not been
for the outstanding effort by wide
receiver Rod Gardner. Gardner
caught a 22-yard pass that put the
Tigers in the red zone and eventually lead to a one-yard touchdown
SEE PACK, PAGE 21

[HEISMAN HOPES]
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one-touched a shot past Panther
fh°e iwTma^. " °'Mahoney at
When Lisi added another goal
off a free kick just 11 minutes later,
it appeared the team was well on its
way to victory.
But Georgia State got a goal just
19 seconds before halftime.
Terrance Johnson sent a throw-in
deep into the Clemson penalty area
and the ball ricocheted off of several players on both teams. It eventually ended up at the feet of Matt
Campionabout four yards from the
right crossbar.
"We made it a contest. By giving
that goal away at the end, it gave
them hope," said Adair. "The one
thing I wrote on the board before
the game was 'don't give them any
hope. Don't give them any chance
to think they can play with us.'"
Instead the Panthers were brimming with confidence as they
stormed out in the second half. Just
11 seconds in, Georgia State took the
kickoff right to the doorstep of the
Clemson goal where James
Bendetti missed an uncontested
SEE

STATE PAGE 20
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UNSTOPPABLE: NC State's Adrian Wilson tries to tackle Woody
Dantzler during last Saturday's game.
STEVE GUERRY

staff writer

Clemson fans have known
about Woodrow Dantzler
for a while, and now the
rest of the country has found
out about the Tiger quarterback. Dantzler has gone from
battling for the starting quarterback job to a legitimate
Heisman Trophy candidate.
After his 374 yards of total
offense and collection of highlight reel plays against Virginia,
Clemson officially launched its
"No Knocks on Woody" campaign for the Heisman.
This is unfamiliar ground
for Clemson; the last Tiger to
finish in the top 10 for the
award was Steve Fuller in 1978.
The only Clemson player to
win any national award was
Terry Kinard for Defensive
Back of the Year in 1982.
Dantzler was not on anyone's

preseason list of candidates,
but he has quickly played his
way to the top of the list. His
stats speak for themselves. He
averags 122 yards rushing per
game with 10 touchdowns, and
he has passed for 1,085 yards
and nine touchdowns.
Dantzler leads the Atlantic
Coast Conference in rushing
and is fourth in the nation in
pass efficiency. What makes
these numbers more impressive is that last week's game
against NC State was the first
time he had played in the
fourth quarter this season.
ESPN analyst Kirk Herbstreit
said, "Woodrow Dantzler is a
Michael Vick type quarterback.
He has the athleticism we have
seen take over college football
the last few years. Shaun King
ran asimilar season in an undefeated season at Tulane two
SEE

DAVID KAlKAiiuorsLillr

ON YOUR TOES: Clemson's Mark List prepares to block coming attack by
Georgia State opponent Scott Mora.
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Tigerama, the ultimate homecoming 4
festival, lights up
Clemson's Death
Valley with a variety
of skits, a pageant,
and a fireworks show
that ends it with a \
bang.
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Homecoming Tigerama carries out annual traditions
JAMI FAGG

staff writer
Homecoming weekend's entertaining and explosive extravaganza
Tigerama is set for this Friday
evening as an estimated 20,000 students, parents and alumni return to
Death Valley to reminisce and
rediscover the Clemson experience.
No event so candidly captures campus life as the dialogue and drama
presented by fraternities, sororities
and other student organizations.
These student-produced skits will
be built around the theme "Friday
the 13th: We'll Scare Your Paws Off!"
For their Tigerama skit, Alpha
Delta Pi and Sigma Pi have chosen a
spinoff of the popular "scary" '80s
movie Ghost Busters. Delta Delta
Delta and Sigma Nu are presenting
their version of the fun-loving cartoon classic that we all grew up
with, the Scooby Doo Mysteries. Chi
Omega and Pi Kappa Alpha will
present Marilyn Switch Project,
based on last year's surprise hit
movie The Blair Witch Project. As
they said in the 1995 movie Scream,
every sequel is scarier than the last.
Kappa Kappa Gamma and Kappa
Sigma are going to scare your "paws
off" with their own sequel to this
teen thriller. Kappa Delta and
Sigma Phi Epsilon are doing a
revival of the Alfred Hitchcock
classic Psycho in Psycho Clemson
Style.
The Presbyterian Student
Association and the Baptist Student
Union are also taking us back into
the past with the "Tiger Twilight
Zone". These groups will compete
for cash prizes to benefit their organizations. First place winners will
receive $500, second place will
receive $300, third place will
receive $200, and fifth and sixth
places will receive $100 each.

This year men's basketball
Coach Larry Shyatt and former
host of CBS This Morning and current news anchor in Atlanta Jane
Robelot (class of 81) will emcee the
festivities. Comedian Matt Kazam,
who has appeared on MTV and
Comedy Central, will perform.
Kazam has opened for entertainers
such as Robin Williams, Chris Rock
and Drew Carey.
Tigerama, which is often
described as the"world's largest pep
rally," also will begin with the
cheers of the University cheerleaders, the music of Tiger Band, and a
performance by the Rally Cats.
They will combine their efforts to
generate the traditional Tiger spirit
that has come to be such a memorable part of Homecoming weekend.
The pep rally will hopefully
generate the excitement and enthusiasm needed to propel the 6-0,
number four nationally ranked
Tigers to a resounding victory over
the Maryland Terrapins on
Saturday evening.
Tigerama is not a new phenomenon on the Clemson campus. The
first performance of Tigerama took
place November 8, 1957, and was
the brainchild of retired Director of
Alumni Relations Joe Sherman. He
had seen a similar event on the
night prior to Homecoming at the
University of Florida campus in
1956. Upon returning to Clemson,
he persuaded the alumni council to
fund the show and asked Blue Key
to coordinate its production. The
10,000 people who attended were
treated to a fire-eater, a juggler and
three baton-twirling majorettes.
Stan Kenton and his Modern Jazz
Orchestra provided the music
along with a number of student
skits.
The first Tigerama even had a

fireworks show that quickly
became a highlight of the annual
event.
A very special part of
Homecoming is always the crowning of the Homecoming Queen and
her court. This year's senior nominees are: Julie Adkins, an elementary education major from York, S.C
who is representing Kappa Delta Pi;
Maggie Tiller, an English major
from Florence, who is representing
Kappa Alpha Order;
Mandy
Griffith a speech and communications major from Columbia, who is
representing Zeta Tau Alpha and
Melanie Kay Muldrow, a biological
sciences and animal and veterinary
sciences major from Columbia who
is representing Kappa Kappa Psi.
Other senior nominees are: Cheznee
Dawnell Egemonye, a speech and
communications major from
Anderson who is representing the
Clemson Cable Network; Allison
Anne Davis, a biological sciences
and nursing major from BatesburgLeesville who is representing the
Clemson Rally Cats, and Brandi
Elizabeth Brant, an English and
education major from Barnwell,
who is representing Gamma Sigma
Sigma. The junior nominees are:
Caison Felts, a speech and communications major from Myrtle Beach,
who is representing Delta Delta
Delta and Suzanne Paraiso, a secondary education major from
Aiken, who is representing Alpha
Delta Pi. The sophomore class nominee is Lonniesha Rena Nelson, a
chemistry major from Columbia,
who is representing Kappa Alpha
Psi Fraternity.
Homecoming votes can be cast
electronically via the Internet.
Voting began early Tuesday morning and the process should be complete by early Wednesday.
University President Jim Barker and

for parents who may not have graduated from Clemson or who live too
far away to get a feel for the spirit of
our University." Parents will also be
able to participate in this year's
event through door prizes, and a
variety of interactive games.
Clemson is a school built upon
great traditions and Tigerama is one
of its best. Homecoming combines
many more of Clemson's great traditions as well: football in Death
Valley, floats on Bowman Field, and
the seventh annual Homecoming
Habitat for Humanity House. It represents the spirit of the University
and the pride that students feel to
be Clemson Tigers.
Tigerama will take place tonight
in Death Valley. Tickets are being
sold for $3 in advance on the Loggia
of the University Union and in the
Hendrix Center Atrium. Tickets
will also be sold at the door for $4.
Tigerrama 2000 is sponsored by
Blue Key and WSBF

Don't miss The 4th annual

of Homecoming Choral Concert

which will be held on
Saturday October, 14 at 1:00 am
in the Brooks Center.
The Choral Concert features
CU singers, Men's Glee, Women's Glee,
Southern Accents, Take Note,
the B-shaprs, and Tiger Roar.i.
Tickets are $3 at the door
for general admission.

of

of

Snap Robinson in Edgar's
11pm, October 13th. $3
with student ID. $5
general public.

I.
Underground and Edaor^s

I

Student Body President Rita Bolt
will crown this year's Homecoming
Queen and court at Tigerama.
The grand finale of this year's
Tigerama, as it has been since its
inception, will be a spectacular fireworks display. A company called
Pyro Technico designed the show.
This year the Tigerama planning
committee has opted to hold the
display entirely outside the stadium, due to clean up problems with
fireworks inside the stadium. This
in no way means that the display
will be scaled down, to the contrary,
student planners have set the 10
minute display to music and asked
Pyro Technico to kick it up a notch
to ensure that the fireworks remain
a
highlight
of
Clemson's
Homecoming celebration.
Tigerama not only represents
the beginning of Homecoming
weekend, but Parents' Weekend as
well. Tigerama director Clay Heatly
said, "Tigerama is an excellent way

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

17th 19th 24th"26th -

Hearts Tournament in Edgar's, $8 Entry
Billiards 9 Ball Tournament in the Underground, $10 Entry*
Checkers Tournament in Edgar's, $8 Entry
^
Billiards 8 Ball Tournament in the Underground, $10 Entry

Come Check Out the watch for WSBF DJ S out
_,
,
,...__ spinning hiphop and
SOUnClS Of WSBF other tunes on the
Hendrix Student Center
Walkway. For a complete
list, go to http://wsbf.net

McKissick
Theater
Movie Series
8mm
Oct. 13 & 15

free admission
cheap refreshments
7pm show times

The Fight Club
Oct. 20 & 22

tfaMoween Party in
Edgar's andfhe
On4er$r*uf\4
October 31st
with DJ Robot 9pm-12pm

Quiz
Bowl

every Wednesday night in
Edgar's Pub 5-7pm. Free
Pizza and prizes!

MARK STERN
LECTURE
9pm, October 16 @ TilIman Auditorium
cosponsored by Panhellenic Council, InterFraternity, Peer Health Education, Tau
Kappa Epsilon, Residential Hall
Every Friday and Saturday,
Association, and UPAC.
10pm-2am in the Union Underground

Cosmic Bowling
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Bluegrass festival graces Carolina foothills with music
RYAN ORENDORF

staff writer

"Cash or corn whisky for your
extra ticketsF' holler three people sitting on buckets on the side of the dirt
road lined with parked cars.
Caravans of bearded transients
loaded with backpacks pour past.
Beat-up school buses and worn pickup trucks haul campers by the dozen
down the path into the woods. The
temperature is in the low 60s, leaves
are falling, and sunlight is flooding
down between overhanging tree
branches. Although we're still a mile
away, the mood is undeniably uniform. Young, old, hippies, hill folk
and commuters alike are bearing
toothy smiles as they meander up
the mountain in anticipation.
It's
noon
Saturday
in
Hendersonville, N.C, and as the
crowd ambles up the last bit of the
mile long path to the festival grounds
it is welcomed to the second day of
WNCW's Mountain Oasis Music
Festival by the sounds of Tim
O'Brien and Darrell Scott plucking
out an honest tune on the main stage.
The some 4,000 attendees (half of
them weekend campers) are basking
in the dust and foliage of the
Deerfields while enjoying a three day
weekend that will bring them the
sounds of Donna the Buffalo, The
Dark Star Orchestra, Corey Harris,
Dan Hicks and his Hot Licks,
Southern Culture on the Skids, John
Cowan, Peter Rowan and Tony Rice,
Acoustic Syndicate, Robert Earl
Keen, Leftover Salmon and Bela
Fleck and the Flecktones.
This new festival was a brainchild of Deerfields owners, AC
Entertainment, and Spindale, North
Carolina's gift to public radio lovers,
WNCW Set in Deerfields 940 acres
of picturesque land .crowded with
trees, gently sloping hills and small
lakes, the festival left music and amiable conversation echoing throughout the reserve. The sound of celebration in the name of folk, old time,
country and newgrass music was a
familiar one as last weekend marked
the return of festival life to the
Deerfields after the departure of the
Black Mountain Music Festival and
the Monster Jam several years ago.

The campers left the usually
vacant acreage teeming with life. The
weekend was a visual barrage of
fishing poles, berets, feathers, kayaks,
soap bubbles, sarongs and hulahoops. Tents and tapestries lined the
hillsides, blotting the green of the
landscape with brilliant magentas,
yellows, blues and oranges. Groups of
threes and fours sat around campsites strumming guitars, plucking
banjos and mandolins and blowing
harmonicas into the chill fall afternoon. Friends gathered underneath
apple trees on grassy slopes of the
second stage, drinking beer, laughing
and taking in the acoustic sounds of
The John Sausage Product, Jim
Lauderdale, Gigi Dover, and the
Greasy Bearis. Shirtless children
wobbled around clinging to the
limbs of their parents. Food venders
packed the back of the main grounds
peddling handmade delicacies such
as grilled lamb pitas, organic
habanero pepper wraps, spinach
mushroom pizza, buffalo burgers,
lemonade and micro brews.
As Saturday afternoon wound to
an end, clouds emerged to veil the
sun, the temperature dropped nearly
20 degrees and the headliners of the
weekend's bill were set to take the
main stage. Texas musician Robert
Earl Keen came out just after 6 p.m.
and began to grind out hip-coaxing
country tunes. The crowd packed the
main grounds, gathered in the paths,
stood on the hills surrounding the
stage, and roared with the music
through the cold and drizzle. Parents
danced with babies in arms, couples
two stepped, and fans spilled drinks
and tipped Stetsons. Keen scratched
out an encore of "All Along the
Watchtower" and "The Road Goes on
Forever" and Boulder, Colo., Leftover
Salmon took the stage.
The five man picking arsenal
steeped nightfall on the mountain
with their acclaimed brand of "polyethnic Cajun slamgrass". The bluegrass mayhem and machine gun
banjo, mandolin and fiddle work that
Leftover offered proved to be the
most energetic music of the evening
and left the crowd exploding into fits
of spastic dancing fury. The bald
head of the elderly man behind me

began to steam into the nippy air as
he got down with his bad self. Front
man Vince Herman paused briefly
between the final songs to reflect.
"Festival time is just about the best
time you can have. It brings everybody together and that's what it's all
about," he said.
Enter Bela Fleck and the
Flecktones, four of the most eclectic
and talented musicians ever assembled on the same stage. With Bela on
the banjo, Victor Wooten on the bass,
Jeff Coffin on sax, flute and clarinet,
and Future Man on the synth-axe
drumitar (a self designed percussion
synthesizer) the quartet served up its
satisfying blend of bluegrass jazz to a
freezing but still enthusiastic crowd.
Bela and crew provided a more laid
back set as heads bobbed to flowing
compositions spiked with bouts of
improvisation. An exceptional version of Fleckhead favorite "New
South Africa" was weaved complete
with Jeff Coffin huffing out notes on
two saxophones at once, a Christmas
carol interlude, hints of melodies
from The Sound of Music, and a frenzied game of quickdraw between the
banjo, bass and sax. The frigid crowd
swooned as the Flecktones brought
the amazing night of music to an
end.
For a first year event, the concert
ran incredibly smoothly. The crowd
was at ease. The smell of burning
hickory lingered throughout the
weekend. The reserve was alive with
the sound of dancing feet and the
sweet twinge of mountain music. A
sellout crowd out of the woodwork of
the cities' and suburbs hunkered
down in the mountains for a communal weekend of simple pleasures.
WNCW program director Mark
Keefe beamed as he commented on
the success of this venture. "We're just
happy that people like good music."
Bluegrass virtuoso Tim O'Brien
shared his thoughts on the festival
and the habanero pepper wrap he
enjoyed for lunch, "It was great."
What else can be said?
WNCW is celebrating its 11th
anniversary on Friday, Oc.r 13. A fitful signal can be picked up at 88.7 FM
while driving around the Upstate
area.

Circuit showcases independent film
RENEE RILEY

staff writer

Students gathered in the lobby
of Vickery Hall Monday night
waiting for the doors to open for
the Southern Circuit's latest film
Oh Freedom After While by Steven
J. Ross. Many of the students were
forced there by classes, however,
some had a genuine interest the
movie, which portrayed the 1939
strike of Missouri sharecroppers.
The Southern Film Circuit is a
group of six filmmakers that travel
through 10 Southern cities presenting their independent films to
an assortment of people. It is a tradition that all Southern Circuit
filmmakers are present at the
viewing of their film, and as
Steven Ross said, "this creates face
to face interaction with the audience, which is not a possibility for
those who release movies into theatres." All of the films who are
viewed at Southern Circuits are
independent films by independent
filmmakers. The success and quality of these films is so great that
this year's Southern Circuit has an
Emmy nominee.
The film played Monday night
was an interesting documentary
that went back in history to tell
the unbelievable untold story of
dirt-poor sharecroppers in the
Bootheel region of Missouri. Still
photographs broken up by the
accounts of historians and descendents of the actual sharecroppers
told the story. The talents of the
photographers Dorthea Lang,
Russell Lee and Walker Evans portrayed barefoot children standing
outside shacks made with newspa-

per and sheets. They wore nothing
but rags and huddled in front of
small stoves trying to keep warm.
The sharecroppers were both
black and white and were suppressed during the Depression.
They were stuck in a cruel cycle of
debt and labor and eviction from
their homes that finally culminated in the strike of 1939. Thousands
of families rallied together and
camped on Highway 61 in the middle of January to prove their point.
They risked beatings, lynching
and starvation, whether they were
black or white, to prove their point
to the world. They received little to
no help from outside organizations, including the American Red
Cross, which refused to help
because it deems the strike "a man
made disaster." Surprisingly, only
three people lost their lives.
The strike worked to some
extent, but the actual event that
pulled these people off the roads
and into homes and jobs was
World War II. The film was a stark
reality of forgotten people in what
today is an almost forgotten time.
It pulled at your emotions and you
had little choice but to feel their
pain and suffering. The film was at
the same time inspirational and
moving. It portrayed the human
spirit in rare form; the undying
theme of hope showed through.
Steven J. Ross got the initial idea
of the film from Candace
O'Connor and Lynn Rubright, who
knew the family of one of the
main advocates for the sharecroppers and Owen Whitfield who was
a sharecropper himself. The film
uses him as a focus throughout its
entirety and has actual interviews

with his children, who were young
at the time but still could recollect
the tough times.
Ross was inspired by the
women and took the film in hand.
He thought it was incredible that it
was a completely forgotten period
in time that used non-violent
protest to prove its point 15 years
prior to the Civil Rights movement. The film took three years to
make and cost approximately
$135,000. Much of the three years
was taken up with raising money,
Ross said, "it was made by a handful of people scrounging to put
money together."
However, the hard work paid
off. Oh Freedom After While
received the 1999 Tennessee
Independent Film Maker Award
and the Juried Award of
Distinction from the 1999
University Film and Video
Association National Conference.
This year the film received a
Certificate of Merit from the San
Francisco International Film
Festival.
Ross has written and directed
many other dramatic short films
and documentaries, including one
Black Diamonds, Blue City: Stories
of the Memphis Red Sox, which
was shown on PBS and narrated by
Samuel L. Jackson. Oh Freedom
After While was narrated by
Julian Bond, a distinguished member of the NAACP. Ross is a professor at the University of Memphis
and is currently working on a fictional film that combines the
characters of three of his previous
films in the Memphis region
including Oh Freedom After While
and Black Diamonds, Blue City.

RYAN ORENDORF/SLII!

ON-STAGE: Western North CarolinaMountain oasisfestival in
Henderson, N.C. attracted over 4,000fans.

Jump, Little Children and Will
Hpge rock the bells off of Tillman
TODD CHALK

staff writer

Imagine soulful, classical rock
blended with a genre of edgy, folk
rock n' roll all in one concert. The
instruments played can range from
guitars and drums to a cello and
accordion, and the result is music
so
passionate
and
hypnotizing...that it leaves fans
screaming for more and more. This
would explain the eclectic sounds
of two very talented bands that
mesmerized a packed crowd in
Tillman Auditorium last Friday. A
Nashville-based band named Will
Hoge, along with the local favorite,
Jump, Little Children, put on a
show that most everyone who saw
it would agree was well worth the
price of admission.
As the opening act, Will Hoge
energetically performed their songs
that
echoed
a
Counting
Crows/Wallflowers/Bruce
Springsteen influence. The two
most notable tunes included "Ms.
Williams" and "Wish." These tunes
had adoring fans running to the
front of the stage; however, event
staff eventually sent them back to
their seats because crowding on the
floor is not allowed in the auditorium. Lead singer Will Hoge commented, "The 'no dancing on the
floor' rule is not cool. Something
needs to be done about that."
Otherwise, the band said they had a
blast playing at Clemson for the
first time, and the feeling was
mutual for the audience that listened to them perform. Sophomore
Laura Noel says that singer Will
Hoge "has a very intense voice that
fits perfectly with the music style."
In my opinion, it's great to see classic rock still alive and strong within
an age where rock seems to be
dwindling. What better way to
hear classic rock than through the
fresh talents of the lively group
Will Hoge? The guys have been
together for about only a year and
four months, and they are already
producing music with an edge...a
distinct rock flare. They are very
excited about touring with Jump,
Little Children as well as promoting their CD, Carousel. For tour
dates, CD orders, music samples
and more information on this band,
check out its web page: www.willhoge.com.
The night continued as Jump,
Little Children took the stage
dressed in colorful outfits, carrying
their guitars, drums, cello, accordion and various other instruments. The roars of the crowd (similar to those at a Tiger football
game) cut the intermission
chitchat, and everyone was eagerly
ready to hear Jump perform. Senior
Amy Borders observed the energy

from the audience. "I have been to
many concerts at Tillman, but the
audience at this concert was hysterical. People were waving their
arms, jumping all around, screaming, lifting their lighters into the air
and blowing bubbles. It was just a
really good environment for a rock
concert." I must note that this concert was my first preview of Jump,
Little Children, and I typically do
not enjoy their type of music.
Furthermore, the greatest quality of
the band is the fact that their music
style is so unique I cannot classify
it...except as their own. I thoroughly enjoyed the mixture of slow,
romantic songs with the more fastpaced, charismatic tunes. Standout
songs
included
"B13,"
"Cathedral," and "Come Out Clean."
Junior Chris Whittle stated that all
of their songs are so appealing
because each band member has
certain talents that collectively
make their music so overwhelmingly passionate. The highlight of
the concert was the group's reemergence to the stage after the audience's cry for more music. The five
band members decided to silence
the auditorium so they could make
an acoustic performance of "Where
She Lies." According to freshman
Erin Ridgeway an avid Jump fan,
Tillman's audience was lucky to
view such a performance. Jump,
Little Children has played at
Clemson six times, and bassist
Johnathan Gray says that Clemson
always has a really loud crowd. "It's
definitely something in which to be
proud," he added. When asked how
they would describe their type of
music, cello player, guitarist and
back-up vocalist Ward Williams
commented, "We are all about the
beauty of sound and originality, not
classifications." Jump,
Little
Children also has a web page at
www.jumplittlechildren.com. This
web page provides information on
tour dates, songs, and other such
material regarding the band to help
to get a better feel for the group,
especially if you have never heard
of them or any of their music.
The Jump, Little Children and
Will Hoge concert was quite an
experience. The two bands created
an entertaining mixture of sound
that appealed to people with all
types of music tastes. Consider me,
for example. I typically do not listen
to rock, but both of the bands had
certain qualities that caught my
interest, and there is no reason that
they cannot catch yours either. The
next time Jump, Little Children or
Will Hoge are set to play in
Clemson or around our area, I
strongly recommend that you
attend to hear some great music at
an unbeatable price!
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From Electmsy to Paul Simon, new CDs are surprisingly stale
Songs ofNaka Peida has to be
one of the worst Japanese ideas
since Pearl Harbor in '42. When I
was handed the CD, I thought,
"oh, this is cool, maybe this
sounds like the music from the
quality Karate Kid films. Karate

Peggy Green
Songs ojNaka Peida
$

Kid it is not.
If you have a tendency to enjoy
music that sounds like Japanese
with dashes of country, then this
CD's for you, otherwise, stay away.
Just to be fair, the CD is good to
listen to as background music,
but if you're already depressed,

^y Sato* fat *%*, &7Vt

this can land you even further on
the dark side. Almost all of the
tracks sound as if someone took a
guitar and randomly plucked. Is
this entertaining? Maybe if you're
learning to play guitar. Not if
you're wanting to listen to music.
Perhaps some may find real
rhythm and musical genius in
this CD. However, I find it a waste
of aluminum and plastic. I suggest that if you want to sample
this CD, try looking for an MP3 on
Napster; don't waste your money.
-John Adam Wickliffe

Get Ready
for Fall!

New clients take 20% off your next perm or hilite at Chloe's!
Come to Chloe's for all your hair care needs!

654-8829

139 Anderson Hwy., Clemson Center, behind Ramada Inn
Offer valid with coupon only. Expires December 15, 2000.

Electrasy
Shockingly Stale
*%
Electrasy's new album In Here
We Fall combines several musical
styles to bring together an eclectic collection of songs. The lead
track "Renegades" bursts out of
the stalls with a borderline hiphop, rock-alternative beat that
made me question whether I was
listening to Kid Rock or Edwin
McCain. The first 30 seconds of
the song boasts a few low bass
hits, but then quickly changes to
electric guitars and tambourines.
The whole transition seemed
forced, and not really genuine.
If you were to listen to only the
first 30 seconds of each song, you
would probably come to the conclusion that this band is another
Son Volt wannabe, but on each
track, after a painfully long
acoustic guitar intro, they let the
electric guitars come out.
The second half of this album

is more radio friendly and less
forced than the first few songs. In
particular, the songs "Bussed Out,"
"Special Forces" and "Morning
Afterglow" are the most radio
friendly.
Overall this album seems to be
a collection of rehashed power
chords and a random bass hit
every so often to make sure you're
still awake. The musical direction
of this band isn't really clear since
every other song is different from
the previous one. Personally, I
enjoyed not knowing what the
next track was going to sound
like.
One good thing about this
album is that it does have the
enhanced CD features. So if you
play the album jn your computer,
a window will come up, and there
is a good selection of extra features (lyrics, music videos, etc.)
which are fun to look at.
-Frank Shorter
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Paul Simon
You're the One
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it Can hi
SMOKfNG AND
COLLEGE STUDENTS
m

Dr. Rose Marie McDonald - Redfern Health Center Physician
Talking to college students about health risks associated with tobacco smoking often
falls on deaf ears. Why? The risks of lung cancer and emphysema sound far
into the future and of no interest to the healthy college student. What information
do we have that might TRULY INTEREST a healthy young person who is
considering smoking?
Of the 3,000 young people who start smoking each day in the.US, 2,000 are
young WOMEN!
Smoking causes more deaths per year than FIRES, AUTO CRASHES,
ALCOHOL, COCAINE, HEROIN, MURDERS, AND SUICIDES COMBINED.
Every 13 seconds someone dies from tobacco use.
Among smokers aged 12-17, 70% already REGRET their decision to smoke and
66% say they want to quit.
More than 3 million American adolescents currently smoke and more than 1 million adolescents use spit tobacco.
Smokers are more than TWICE as likely to be IMPOTENT as non-smokers.
In conclusion, if you do not smoke, don't start. If you smoke, come to Redfern
Health Center and ask about our smoke cessation support groups and FREE
cessation counseling. We can help you TODAY!
Call 656-1541.

Paul Simon's new album,
You're the One, consists of 11 different songs that seem to demonstrate Simon's true emotions. The
lyrics speak his thoughts and
feelings on love, life, nature and
his place in the world. The album
is like a journal he has released for
the entire world to hear.
Musically, the 11 selections are
guitar-bass-percussion arrangements accompanied by other
instruments that add additional
texture to the melodies.
All of the selections on Simon's
album are lucid and peaceful, giving the listener a feeling of quietness and introspection. It is a
great CD to listen to when you
want to sit back, relax and let
your mind run free. Since the
lyrics focus around Simon's
everyday emotions and feelings, it
is easy to relate to what is being
sung. However, I would not recommend listening to this album
if feelings of doubt, depression or
loneliness are present; it will only
make them worse!
His arrangements titled "Pigs,
Sheep, and Wolves," "Hurricane
Eye," and "Teacher" take away
some of the grimness of the
album. It may be difficult to
relate to these mysterious lyrics,
but these melodies are more
upbeat than his other selections.
Overall, You're the One possesses
much potential, but it left me*
with a feeling of emptiness.
-Paige McCown
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Sogood that we would experience it sober:
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Four Paws

Definitely worth your time and money.
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Three Paws

Not stellar, but worth checking out.
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Two Paws

Not worth your money, steal itfrom afriend
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An incredibly poor display of wasted effort.
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Dead-pan delivery makes the cut in Parents comedy
SUZANNE IAMIR

staff writer

Directed by Jay Roach (Austin
Powers), Meet the Parents is a funny
film about a nerve-wracking situation, meeting the parents of your
significant other. The film makes
great use of the anxiety and tension
intrinsic to such a situation. Still,
the script dictates some wacky and
extreme developments and' dialogue that inevitably remind the
moviegoer of National Lampoon
movies as well as Ben Stiller's previous hit, There's Something About
Mary.
Greg Focker is the boyfriend.
Actually, his legal name is Gaylord
Focker, but he prefers "Greg." His
girlfriend, Pam Byrnes (Teri Polo),
has very enthusiastic and strange
parents. Her mother, Dina, is played
by Blythe Danner, the "no peeking"
Ghost of Christmas Future from
the comedy Scrooged. Here she successfully portrays the comedy film
mom, appropriately stunned or
giggly given the situation. Pam's
father, Jack, is played by Robert De

Niro. De Niro's funny performance
in Meet the Parents is very reminiscent of his performance in the comedy Analyze This. Indeed, in Meet
the Parents he also portrays a
frighteningly anal and hostile
authority figure, not a gangster this
time but an ex-CIA psychological
profiler and overprotective father.
It's obvious from the title of the
movie that there is going to be trouble with the parents. Yet, the movie
sets up the tension with offbeat,
witty remarks. Upon first meeting,
Jack compliments Greg on his
green Ford Taurus and asks why he
picked that color. When Greg says
the "guy at the desk" picked the
color, Jack says, "they say geniuses
pick green, but you didn't pick it."
When first meeting Pam's exfiance, Kevin, he tells Greg that he
wants to become a carpenter
because Jesus Christ was one. The
movie's strength and hilarity lies in
deadpan comments like this. The
movie often goes too far in seeking
humor, i.e. cat torture and backyard
fires. The everyday situations gone
wrong, such as dinner and plane
boarding, were the funnier by far.
One of the movie's main flaws
was the character of the girlfriend,

Where is Susan?

Pam. She was inconsistent throughout, top indifferent to Greg's struggles at some points and too loving
at others. It was almost impossible
to comprehend the virtue of the
relationship, which is upheld
throughout the movie as one worth
saving and fighting for. Likewise,
Pam's ex-fiance, Kevin (Owen
Wilson), is an unfeasible foil for
Greg, mainly because his past relationship with Pam is as incomprehensible as Greg's present relationship with her. For example, Pam
repeatedly claims things never
would have worked with Kevin
because their relationship was
"strictly physical," but her relationship with Greg doesn't appear to go
far beyond physical. While it isn't a
primary concern of a comedy to
have romantic credibility, it's
important if the romance is central
to the story.
Still, the movie succeeds more
often than not in getting laughs. De
Niro shines with his deadpan delivery and Stiller is brilliant with his
nervous clumsiness. The various
father-boyfriend
exchanges
throughout are well done. Their
conversations, though hostile, usually end up being hilariously odd,

Stallone's Get Carter is not going anywhere

HIT MAN: Stallone is back.

Formerly at Hair Biz.
Now at Alexandra Station!
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DOLBY DIGITAL (R)
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The Exorcist
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Saving Grace

Space Cowboys
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NICE TO MEET YOU, DAD: Stiller meets DeNiro, hisfuturefather in law
from hell in new comedy.
and at one point Jack says, "I have two actors and characters carries
nipples, Greg. Would you milk me?" the movie through all of its other
Indeed, the dynamic between these inadequacies.

LUKE TRUDEAU

staff writer
**
His name is Jack Carter, and you
do not want to know him-trust me.
Get Carter is another attempt by
veteran actor Sylvester Stallone to
get himself back into the action film
genre. Surprisingly enough, the failure of Get Carter was not totally
Stallone's fault.
Get Carter is the remake of a
British movie of the same name. In
both movies the plot remains the
same, mob "memory refresher" Jack
Carter must leave Las Vegas for a
few days in order to attend his
brother's funeral in Seattle. Once
there, Carter begins to pick up on
hints that his brother may not have
died "naturally". Carter is then driven to find the real killers, all while
being told to return to Vegas immediately.
In the British version, mob-lackey looking-for-revenge Jack Carter

was played by Academy Award
winner Michel Caine, who, in the
U.S. version, plays the bar owner
where Carter's brother worked
before he was murdered. Caine's
performance in the American Get
Carter was visually on the level,
however Caine seemed to portray
his character with a little too much
ease. He seemed too constantly
relaxed for a character who was
supposed to be on edge whenever
Jack Carter entered the room.
Teen beauty Rachael Leigh Cook
plays Stallone's niece in the film.
While Cook's character plays an
important part in the film, it takes
Carter five-eighths of the movie to
figure out what part she truly plays.
Cook's character is one of a rebellious teen, complete with nose
pearcing. However, the lovely Ms.
Cook comes off as way too sweet to
fulfill the wishes of her external
makeup, and therefore, loses some
of the urgency her character represents.
While Stallone portrays yet
another character with a tough attitude, Sly surprises the audience
with this role. Carter's beliefs of hit
first, hit later, ask questions and then
hit some more really worked for
Stallone. Stallone's version of Jack
Carter could easily have rivaled that
of Caine's version, but Stallone took
the edge as a man who was actually
physically built for the role.
Sporting a new goatee and a slick
hair attitude, StaUone did his best to
play a laid back, easy going Jack
Carter. Stallone succeeded in doing
so, possibly his first success in a
motion picture in a very long time.
What made this movie tough to
watch was director David
McKenna's choices for camera shots.

Car chases and fight scenes were all
done to the shake and spin of the
camera. This caused momentary
confusion in the audience, as the
patrons tried to catch their bearings
on the screen. Also a factor of hatred
and confusion was the lighting,
both indoor and outdoor. While it's
true that Carter's brother was dead
and it was time for revenge, constant
shadow and darkness during the
movie was very annoying. Half the
time it was even difficult to watch
any of the action on the screen
because it was too poorly lit to'see.
McKenna's rendition of the plot
for Get Carter was easily as confusing as his camera work for the film.
Actions in the movie focus from
Carter finding the killers, to someone trying to get Carter out of the
way, and end up with Carter trying
to find out why computers have to
do with his brother. It seems that
McKenna does not remember the
good old days where even the hardest to understand movies still had a
straight forward plot line.
In retrospect, Get Carter was just
an OK movie. It could have been
better by extending the plot-paths a
little further while deleting some of
the one's that were visually there for
audience stimulation. Lighting and
camera angels also need to be
changed. Most people find it confusing and repulsive to watch Sly
Stallone fight someone while the
camera frames are moving 10 times
faster than they should be. An
action movie needs to have the fight
scenes extended while still playing
part to the plot itself, not moving at
100 miles per hour just to satisfy the
director's need to have some violence in the film.

Absurd websites a must see for this week
FRANK SHORTER

staff writer

If you haven't been to any football games this season, I'd suggest
that you push the keyboard away
and join the other 80,000 people on
West campus this Saturday. For any
poor neglected person who hasn't
seen the stellar numbers that the
Tigers have been putting up under
the leadership of Woody Dantzler,
here is a website that is a must see.
http://www.woodyforheisman.co
m/ is adding to the tidal wave of
press that surrounds our quarterback. Although the site is still
under construction, it features stats,
2000/1000 tracking chart, and a
message board for fans to interact
with each other.

"The Flying Cow" website boasts
a virtual cow catapult; where you
can shoot a picture of a cow onto a
target of a field. At first I wasn't
impressed, but after the first time I
loaded up and launched the cow,
the physics of the catapult reminded me of Monty Python. This one is
a keeper on my bookmarks list.
(http://www.mediafarm.no/forsoksgard/kukaster.asp).
All the would-be inventors out
there should make sure to check
this next site out before deciding to
patent
anything.
http://www.totallyabsurd.com/
catalogues many absurd devices
that have been invented over the
years. Everything from a "dog
watch" that keeps time seven times
faster than "human time" to a

portable nuclear shelter that protects from airborne radioactive fallout is listed on this site. I sometimes
wonder where people get the time
to come up with this stuff.
I know everyone else out there is
totally appalled that Fox21 decided
to cut in half the amount of time
that it shows The Simpsons on
weekdays. In order to make up for
this void in my everyday TV schedule, I have taken to the web to find
an alternative source of The
Simpsons. As it turns out,
http://www.snpp.com/ is exactly
what I was looking for. It has listings of all episodes ever seen, complete with plot summaries, quotes
and rumors. All the true Simpsons
fans should enjoy this. Screw
Flanders.
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Life's last and greatest lessons taught
are not only for Tuesdays withMorrie
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Acclaimed play debuts at Brooks Center
SUZANNE JAMIR

tuesdays with

Morrie

irt oW roan, a young mar
and the IJJ ^re^i IKHM

Mitch Albom
Tuesday's with Morrie: an old
man, a young man and the last
great lesson

»&'«!«*«(
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I didn't want to read this book.
Despite my mother's constant
insistence, I repeatedly turned it
down because it looked too sappy,
and I don't like crying over books.
"You won't cry when you read this
book," she said, "I promise."
Tuesday's with Morrie: An Old
Man, a Young Man and the last
great lesson. Sure mom, whatever.
She got the best of me though; she
always does. And so I read the book
with a ready box of Kleenex in
preparation for tears I though were
inevitable. My grandfather was
stricken with the same illness the
protagonist, Morrie, had in the
book. Although he has passed
away, I was sure that this book
would reopen the sad little box in
my heart and leave me wondering
the "what if s" and "I should haves"
that I have kept in since his death.
But it didn't. In fact, it made me feel
lucky to have such a wonderful
person in my life, and even more
fortunate to have been blessed
with the people who are still
around and impacting me every
day.
Now for the story. Morrie
Schwartz is dying. He has Lou
Gehrig's disease which is painful
and crippling and a death sentence
in itself. Mitch Albom was a student of Morrie's who would spend
Tuesday afternoons with his mentor to discuss politics, school or just
anything that came to mind. After
a long hiatus, right after Mitch

graduated from college, he came
back into Morrie's life and learned
a different kind of lesson that cannot be taught in a class lecture.
The book is a recollection of
Mitch's tape recorded meetings
with Morrie (which were always
appropriately
on
Tuesday).
Throughout it all, Morrie's passions and love for life practically
jump off the pages. The reader does
not learn one lesson, he or she
learns many, many lessons disguised in the undertones of
Morrie's strong voice. He has a way
of making all the little things in
life so trivial while expounding on
what really matters: family, love,
religion and the like. Sadly, Morrie
does not live to hear the ending of
the book. However, the box of tissues that I kept by my side while I
read
the
book
remained
untouched. Nor did I feel guilty or
sad for his death, partly because it
got to the point that it was painful
to picture him struggling to hang
on, and when he did go, it was in
peace. And partly because I was
afraid that Morrie himself would
show up if I started to cry and beat
me over the head and say, "Stop it!
The point of the book was not to
make you sad, it was to make you
feel happy that you are so fortunate. You fool, you missed my
entire message!" And so, I am passing the word on.
When I handed the book back
to my mother, I made sure that I
gave her a big hug and thanked her
for being so persistent-I think
Morrie would have wanted it that
way. Then, I sat down to think of
what book I could read next that
would not seem stupid and trite
compared to such a perfect book.
My final suggestion is to read
this book. Take a few moments
every day, and it won't take long
because it is a short book. However,
there is no doubt that it will be the
best book that you might possibly
ever read.
~L Kelly Leach
TimeOut editor

senior staff writer
There are many productions,
from television to the stage, based
on Gaston Leroux's novel, The
Phantom of the Opera. One of
them is Phantom, and the story
behind this musical is one of perseverance.
In 1983 Director Geoffrey
Holder asked Maury Yeston to
make yet another musical of
Leroux's novel. Yeston accepted
and collaborated with Peter Stone.
They asked playwright Arthur
Kopit to help as well, and they
enthusiastically started on the
project. Kopit and Yeston had
worked together on the Tony
Award-winning Nine in 1982. The
project, titled simply Phantom,
was completed in 1985. However,
Holder's rights to the book ran out
a year later and when it became
known that Webber had begun
writing his musical, Holder's project fell through entirely. There
were no funds to produce the version Kopit and Yeston had created.
Meanwhile, Webber's Phantom oj
the Opera prospered on Broadway.
Yeston went on writing. He had
already achieved great success
with Nine and did so again with
Grand Hotel in 1989. While Yeston
went on writing, Kopit adapted
his script for an NBC miniseries,
which did, in fact, renew interest
in the musical. Yeston and Kopit
never stopped pushing for the production of Phantom. They really
believed in the beauty and power
of the show they had created.
Yeston said of Phantom, "I didn't
write it just to get it on
Broadway...I'm a composer. I wrote
it because I couldn't stop writing
it."
Finally, in 1991 Phantom was
performed by Theater Under the
Stars in Houston, Texas, where it
was given a million-dollar production. Since then, the musical
has obtained widespread success
and many awards. The show has
played all over the country and
even in Germany. But it never

MUSIC OF THE NIGHT: Christine finds more than just afriend in her disguised mentor in this touchinglove story at the Brooks Center.
played on Broadway. It is often
said of Phantom that it is the
"biggest hit never to play
Broadway."
Yeston achieved greater success
in 1997 with the Broadway debut
of Titanic, which he wrote the
lyrics for. This recent success of
the play and movie as well as the
recent formation of Phoenix
Productions
have
brought
Phantom into the spotlight again.
Phoenix Productions is a company that is striving to perfect performances "on the road." This tour
performance of Phantom, which
debuted in September 2000, contains alterations and touches that
are entirely new to the production.
The story at the heart of the
production is still that of the Paris
Opera House, the Phantom falling
in love with his protegee, the
young and beautiful singer,
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Christine Daee. Yet, the difference
between Phantom and Phantom oj
the Opera is enough to make critics stand up and take notice. The
music is new and fresh. It has been
said that Phantom is a more personal, humorous, and poignant
version. Kevin Kelly of The Boston
Globe says, "this Phantom has a
heart."
You can see Phantom yourself.
On Thursday, Oct. 19 at 8 p.m. the
production comes to the auditorium of the Brooks Center for the
Performing Arts. Lillian Harder,
Director of the Brooks Center, says,
"This is going to be a wonderful
production and the music is
absolutely fabulous. Don't miss
out on a great evening of quality
entertainment." Tickets are $27.50
for adults and $20 for students.
Call the Brooks Center box office
(656-7787) for more information.
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FREE ADVANCE SCREENING
CLEMS0N UNIVERSITY @ Tillman Auditorium
9 PM Wednesday, October 18
FREE ADMISSION* while passes last
INFO?: call 656-4357

* Passes will be distributed at the Information
Desks at the University Union and Hendrix Student
Center.
Passes required. Seating is limited and not guaranteed.
Please arrive early.
Presented in association with UPAC.

^$582Lf*.
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WhatsHappening
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 13

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17

• Tigerama at Death Valley
7 p.m.
• EvenEther at
Roadrunners in Columbia
• Snap Robinson at
Edgar's after Tigerama
• 7 Miles at the Esso Club,
$3 cover 11 p.m.

• Karaoke with Ed Miller
and Kerry at the Back Bar at
TD's 11 p.m.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 14
• Homecoming Choral
Concert at the Brooks Center
1 p.m.
• No Wake at the Esso
Club, no cover, after the game

THURSDAY. OCTOBER 19
• Backyard Green at the
Esso Club, $3 cover 10 p.m.
• Dance Party with 93.3
Planet and Amanda at the
Back Bar at TD's 11 p.m.
• Phantom of the Opera
at the Brooks Center 8 p.m.
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Virgo (Aug 23 - Sept 22)
Not in a sorority or a fraternity?
Always wanted to pretend you
were? Head up to their floor and
pretend you are! It's easy - just
ride the elevator up, grab the first
member you see, give 'em a big
hug, say you're happy to be a
member, and then make yourself
comfortable. If they ask you to
leave, make a run for it.
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Capricorn (Dec 22 - Jan 19)
Take advantage of the fact that
your parents are coming this
weekend. Forget about the football game, take 'em to the
Anderson Super Wal-Mart and
Sam's Club and get some of that
shopping done that you've been

&s

Center 7:30 p.m.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 28
• Bad Creek at the Esso
Club, no cover after the game

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 31
• Karaoke with Ed Miller
and Kerry at the Back Bar at
TD's 11 p.m.
• Jerusalem Trio at the
Brooks Center, free 8 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 1
• Air Ascension on Bowman
Field lla.m.-5p.m.

putting off for the past two
weeks. You need food; if not, you
will be having some trouble.
Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb 18)
Oh, so you're a fish right? Why
don't you spend some time with
your watery roots and stop by
the Orange and White Meet at 4
p.m., at the ol' McHugh
Natatorium to ease your soul. I
see you' 11 need some of that after
this past week.
Pisces (Feb 19 - March 20)
Planning on partying this weekend? Planning on making yourself look really stupid in front of
everyone's parents? Well, then
you know what to do this weekend, now don't you? Hang out
with the 'rents and everything
will be looking up from there.
Remember, you have next weekend to get drunk.
-K.T. Charisma,
Astrologer to the masses
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Sagittarius (Nov 22 - Dec 21)
Uh oh - you forgot to drop that
class didn't you? I urge you to
run back to the computer to drop
it, or I predict a failing grade.

Solution to Last Week's
*
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Scorpio (Oct 23 -Nov 21)
Scorpio is the justice sign - now
do your body right. Forget that
crappy beer you've been drinking. Go for it and if not the
skunky beer, is in your future, as
is some time praying to the
porcelain god.
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courage to wear just their birthday suit on their birthday

TO LIST EVENTS IN THE

FRESHMAN DAZE
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• Greater Tuna at the
Oconee Community Theatre.
Showing October 27-29 and
November 2-4
• Five Way Friday, $5
cover 11 p.m.
• N'Sync at the Bi-Lo

Libra (Sept 23 - Oct 22)
You decide this is the week to go
out and do that one thing you've
always wanted to do. You can do
it, don't worry about those weird
looks, those funny glances your
way, not everyone has the
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Cancer (June 21 - July 22)
Take a trip down memory lane.
Remember all of those songs
from middle school? You know
what I'm talking about - "Ice Ice
Baby" and "You Can't Touch This"
from famed rap artists Vanilla
Ice and MC Hammer? All right,
this doesn't have much to do
with the horrible week that's in
store for you, but hey, at least you
can listen to phat music along
the way.
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27
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avoid that area of campus entirely. Having one of those things
fall on you is something the
University will not want to tell
your parents about when they
come down this weekend.
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got to go to one. The time you're
spending at the football games is
good, but you need to balance
your sports life. Catch a little
more of the Clemson action and
you'll be ok with the stars.

Leo (July 23 -Aug 22)
With all of those big poles scattered on Bowman Field this
week, even if you are a frat boy, I
highly recommend that you

Gemini (May 21 - June 20)
You've got two options - the
men's soccer game at 2 p.m. on
Sunday or women's soccer game
at 7 p.m. on Tuesday, but you've

• Dance Party with 93.3
Planet and Amanda at the
Back Bar at TD's 11 p.m.
• Gran Torino at Tiger Town
Tavern 11 p.m.
• Dean Dollar at the Esso
Club, $3 cover 10:30 p.m.

• Karaoke with Ed Miller
and Kerry at the Back Bar at
TD's 11 p.m.

• Pause for Effect at the
Esso Club, $3 cover 11 p.m.

Taurus (April 20 - May 20)
This week will be absolutely fabulous. The moons of all of the
planets are all made of cheese
and other assorted dairy products. Of course now, this doesn't
mean much for you having a
great week, but it does mean that
we'll never run out of the oh so
important food group - the dairy
group.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 26

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 24

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20

Aries (March 21 - April 19)
All right - here's the deal. Don't
even bother getting out of bed
this week. Just sleep in, don't
bother going to class, eating,
showering, seeing friends or the
rest of all that jazz. Just hang in
there. Remember - the week is
only seven days long.

1

• NSYNC at the BI-LO
Center 7:30 p.m.
• The Wind in the Willows
at the Clemson Little
Theatre. Showing Oct. 2022, 27-29
• Shamrocktoberfest at
Tyber Creek Pub featuring
Magpie Suite, Shades of Grey
and Backyard Green in
Charlotte, NC 5:30 p.m.
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